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STELLINGEN
1. De definitie van de bodemstructuur van een bodemtype moet gebaseerd zijn
op de range van mogelijke bodemstructuren in plaats van op één
representatieve bodemstructuur. Gebruik maken van de relatie tussen
bodemmanagement en bodemstructuur maakt een dergelijke inventarisatie
mogelijk.
Bouma, J. 1994. Sustainable land use as a future focus for pedology. Soil Sei. Soc.
Am.J. 58:645-646.
Dit proefschrift

2. Naast de hoeveelheid "beschikbaar" water voor de plant speelt de
"toegankelijkheid" van dit water een belangrijke rol in gestructureerde
bodems.
Dit proefschrift

3. Drempelwaarden voor uitspoeling zijn zinloos indien de tijdschaal, waarover
debetreffende drempelwaardebeschouwd moetworden,ongedefinieerd is.
Dit proefschrift

4. Variatie injaarlijkse weersomstandigheden maakt landevaluaties, gebaseerd
opslechtsenkelejaren vanveldexperimenten, onbruikbaar.
Dit proefschrift

5. Een ecologisch geteeld produkt betekent niet automatisch een duurzaam
geteeld produkt.
Reganold, J.P. 1995. Soil quality and profitability of biodynamic and conventional
systems: areview.Amer.J.Alternative Agric. 10:36-45.

6. Bodemclassificatie iseenmiddelengeendoelopzich.
7. Het economisch belang van de Nederlandse landbouw wordt vaak sterk
overschat.
8. Bij de voorspelde gewapende conflicten betreffende de verdeling van het
schaarse water zal het water slechts functioneren als de spreekwoordelijke
stokomeenhond meeteslaan.
9. Voor elk natuurgebied in Nederland moet worden aangegeven welk
historischcultuurlandschap wordt nagestreefd.

10. Een duidelijk onderscheid tussen 'gelijkheid' en 'gelijkwaardigheid' maakt
veel principiële discussies helderder.
11. Om de langlopende procedures voor asielzoekers werkelijk te bekorten,
zouden asielzoekers die langer dan een jaar op een beslissing omtrent hun
status wachten, direct in aanmerking moeten komen voor een
verblijfsvergunning.
12. Het territoriumgedrag van natuurbeschermers staat een natuurbeleving, voor
mens én dier, in de weg.
13. De vermeende problemen van het AIO/OIO stelsel hebben vaak meer te
maken met algemene problemen die zich voordoen bij het uitoefenen van een
eerste baan, dan met het stelsel zelf.
14. De borden met het opschrift "fietsen buiten de rekken worden verwijderd" bij
overvolle fietsenrekken van NS stations, geven aan waar de prioriteit van het
vervoerbeleid in Nederland niet ligt.
15. Het feit dat computers het schaakspel beter beheersen dan de mens, toont
juist het intellect van de mens aan.

Stellingen behorend bij het proefschrift van P. Droogers Quantifying differences
insoil structure induced byfarm management, Wageningen, 16september 1997.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Expanding populations and economic development have placed pressure upon soil,
water and plant resources in both developing and developed parts of the world.
Sustainable land management practices have become therefore an increasing matter of
concern inrecent years (Pieri etal., 1995).Itis widely accepted that current agricultural
practices have many detrimental effects and cannot be regarded as sustainable
(Rabbinge, 1997).On the onehand, this unsustainability is based onpoverty. People in
developing countries often have no means to invest in measures to prevent degradation
of natural resources. They cannot afford to purchase inputs to use land efficiently,
resulting in aconsiderable amount of new land, often less suitable for agriculture, being
brought under production. On the other hand, riches can impede sustainability as well.
Exclusive consideration for high productivity hasencouraged anexcessive useof inputs
like machinery, fertilisers, pesticides, combined with mono-cropping at a large scale.
Leaching of agro-chemicals, loss of biological diversity and soil structure deterioration
are examples of the negative effects of these high-input production systems (FAO,
1991).
Sustainability
Many definitions have been proposed, and are likely to be proposed in future, for
sustainability and sustainableland use,ranging from verybroad andgeneralised towards
more restricted and detailed. Peskin (1994) extracted from literature three categories of
definitions for sustainability: sustaining the environment, sustaining the economy and
sustaining either the environment or the economy subject to the other. For example,
FAO (1991) stated that agriculture was basically a sustainable process "as long as
renewable resources areused at arate compatible with their natural regeneration". This
restrictive definition is not realistic as food must be produced for approximately 5.5
billion peoples nowadays, a figure which will at least have doubled in the next century
(Opschoor, 1994). Therefore, a modified definition, with four criteria was formulated
starting with "meeting the basic nutritional requirements of present and future
generations, qualitatively and quantitatively" (FAO, 1991). The entire definition
covered twofull pagesoftext!
From the large amount of definitions the one proposed by FAO (1993) was followed
here,asitcombinescompleteness andcompactness:
"Sustainable land management combines technologies, policies and
activities aimed at integrating socio-economic principles with
environmental concerns soasto simultaneously:
• maintain orenhanceproduction and services (productivity)
• reducethelevelofproduction risk (security)
• protect the potential of natural resources and prevent degradation of
soilandwaterquality (protection)
• beeconomically viable(viability)
• and socially acceptable (acceptability)."
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The question arises whether or not sustainability can be achieved considering the
growing world population. Two groups of studies can be distinguished: the optimistic
versus the pessimistic scenarios (FAO, 1991). Optimistic scenarios are based on the
concept of potential productivity and argue that the gap between potential and actual
productivity is very large. Transferring existing knowledge and technologies to areas
that are far below their potential productivity will be the solution for sustainability.
Other studies emphasise that current development patterns are not sustainable and
conclude from extrapolating current trends in population, land availability and food
production that a "nightmare scenario" is likely (FAO, 1991). This can also be
expressed as "weak" and "strong" sustainability. The "weak" sustainability approach
considersnaturalresourcesand economy assubstitutes, whilethe "strong"sustainability
approach considers natural resources and economy to be complementary (Duijnhouwer
etal., 1994).
Sustainabilityindicators
Definitions of sustainability are mainly conceptual and not focused on practical
applications. Therefore, attempts have been made to translate sustainability into
indicators to assess,monitor and evaluate the quality of land resources in a quantitative
way. One of thefirstindicators toquantify sustainability was theLandQuality, defined
as "a complex attribute of land which affects its suitability for specific use in adistinct
way"(FAO, 1976).Recently, arenewed interest indefining sustainability indicatorscan
be observed in literature. FAO (1993) proposed a strategic Framework approach for
Evaluating Sustainable Land Management (FESLM), based on the original Land
Evaluation Framework. They defined Indicators as "environmental statistics that
measureorreflect environmental statusorchangein condition".
Pieri et al. (1995) indicated that economic and social indicators are already in regular
use, but only few are developed to assess land qualities. They defined Land Quality
Indicators as: "measures that describe land quality and human actions which relate to
it". These indicators convey the most significant information in summary form and can
be subdivided into: "descriptive indicators" and "performance indicators". Examples of
Land Quality Indicators, some of them somewhat remarkable for soil scientists, are
given: cropyield, nutrient balance, maintenance of soilcover, soilquality, soil quantity,
water quality and water quantity (Pierie et al., 1995). A discussion paper, describing a
theoretical framework for land evaluation, concentrating on how Land Qualities
(according to the FAO 1976 definition) should be expressed in time and space, was
presentedbyRossiter(1996).
Meanwhile,the Soil Science Society ofAmericadeveloped asystemfor evaluating soils
using the terms Soil Quality and Soil Quality Indicator (Karlen et al., 1997). The
simplest definition for Soil Qualityis "the capacity of a soil to function". An expanded
version was proposed as "the capacity of a specific kind of soil to function, within
natural or managed ecosystem boundaries, to sustain plant and animal productivity,
maintain or enhance water and air quality, and support human health and habitation".
An example of aSoil QualityIndicator,considering production, environment and risk,
wasproposed by Bouma and Droogers (1997).This indicator resulted directly from the
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studies reported in this thesis. Regardless of the applied indicator, selecting and
considering the appropriate space, time and knowledge-level is essential. Establishing
research chains, representing the sequences of activities based on these three
characteristics, is necessary for a clear analysis of the problem to be studied (Bouma,
1997).
Soilsurvey
Traditionally, activities of soil survey were focused onproduction of soil maps and soil
classification systems.However, in many countries soil survey has nearly completed its
task and pessimistic views have been expressed about its future (Zinck, 1995). On the
other hand, this can be seen as a challenge to use soil survey expertise to focus on
answering current questions about sustainability, as was already argued by Bouma
(1988). Moreover, Dumanski (1995) advocated that soil survey should change their
focus towards amore problem-oriented approach, instead of traditional, systematic data
collection practices. Keywords should be "flexibility" and "diversity" in order to deal
with actual topics like land evaluation, soil conservation, soil quality monitoring and
sustainable land management. Van der Pouw (1995) described a very optimistic view
for the Dutch soil survey, in which a combined use of existing knowledge and new
scientific and technological methods can be used to answer questions posed by society.
Alinkof soilsurvey with land management isproposed byalltheseauthors.
Management
Foralongtime,farm management wasfocused ononlyone objective: theproductionof
an adequate amount of food. About two decades ago, this objective was reached in
Western countries and now a surplus of food is being produced. At the same time, an
increasing concern on environmental issues arose. These two aspects have initiated the
development of new farm management practices, with keywords like organic,
biodynamic, ecological, no-till and minimum-till (Reganold, 1995). These definitions
are mainly related to the decisions taken at the strategic level. However, tactical and
operational aspects can cause differences within management types defined at the
strategic level. A farm referred as "organic" or "biodynamic", for example, does not
explicitly meanthatitis sustainable (Reganold, 1995).
It is logical to concentrate on soils when evaluating and comparing the effects of
different managementpractices astheseeffects areexpressed by soilfeatures that canbe
observed and measured. Especially soil structure and the organic matter content are
important aspects as they reflect management practices at an integrated level (Kay,
1990).Bouma et al. (1993) argued the importance to include this farm management in
sustainability studiesrather than onlyfocusing ataregional level.
So/7structure
Soil structure is defined here as: "The physical constitution of a soil material as
expressed by the size, shape and arrangement of the solid particles and voids, including
both the primary particles to form compound particles and the compound particles
themselves" (Brewer, 1964). As stated before, differences in soils originate not only
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from their genesis and their natural soil-forming processes, but also from the applied
management. It is therefore likely that each soil series has a range of soil structures
associated with particular management practices. Each soil structure will have its own
characteristic properties, which leads to the conclusion that each soil series has a
characteristic range of properties as expressed as different soil structures for land use.
Thisrangecanbe defined as"windowsof opportunity" (Bouma, 1994).
Differences in soil structures can be expressed in a qualitative way by describing the
morphological features of soil profiles, or using thin sections for detailed analysis.
Measurements, in field or laboratory on disturbed or undisturbed samples, provide
quantitativedataonsoilstructure.Many,welltested, techniques areavailable nowadays
(e.g. Klute, 1986a and Page et al., 1982). Quantitative data give the opportunity to use
simulation models to assess sustainability indicators based on practical applications. In
this thesis, emphasis was put on parameters related to soil-water-crop dynamics,
nitrogen and organic matter dynamics. Hydraulic characteristics, retention and
conductivity data, describe the macro- as well as micro-soil structure in a concise way,
withpracticalapplications for plantgrowth andleachingpotential.Nitrogen dynamicsis
usedherebecauseitisanimportant factor for crop growth,butalsobecauseitcanresult
in pollution of groundwater and, consequently, our drinking water. Finally, organic
matter can be considered as an integrating soil parameter, reflecting management
practicesoverperiodsofdecades.
Methodology
Effects ofdifferent management types areoften analysed byusingexperimental plotson
experimental farms. A field is divided into small plots and a random selection
procedure, considering replicates, determines the treatment for the different plots. After
acertaintime,effects oftheapplied management aredetermined andconclusionscanbe
deduced. Although useful information has been obtained from such experiments, they
have some serious drawbacks. First of all, conditions of small experimental plots are
different from realfieldsituations. Second, experiments areinfluenced by unpredictable
weather conditions. Results of experimental plots are often characterised by statements
like "weather conditions during the experiments were extremely dry/wet/sunny/
cloudy". Third, effects of management can take decades before they are in an
equilibrium state(Phillips and Phillips, 1984).Finally, agriculture changes in waysthat
cannot be foreseen, making carefully designed long-term experiments obsolete within
oneortwodecades(Jenkinson, 1991).
A methodology based on two central themes can avoid theseproblems: (i) making use
of different management practices as performed by "normal" farmers and (ii) applying
well-tested simulation models for soil, water, plant and nutrients dynamics. Bouma
(1969) compared soil structures of two farms on a similar soil type and concluded that
managementhadastrongeffect on soilstructure.Also Kooistraetal. (1985) studied the
effect of different farm management practices on soil structure, which was combined
with simulation modelling (Van Lanen et al., 1992) to assess the sustainability of the
different systems. Also this approach has some weak points, which, however, can be
diminished by a careful consideration of these weak points. First of all, only
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management types which exist already can be analysed, but field visits and discussions
with farmers will lead to a surprisingly number of management practices. Second,
natural heterogeneity between fields will be bigger than heterogeneity of experimental
plots within onefield.But variation within onefieldshould not be underestimated (e.g.
Verhagen, 1997). Characterising natural variation in and between selected fields can
resolve this problem. Finally, simulation models are simplifications of the real world,
which may lead to errors as well. However, using well tested and validated simulation
modelscandiminish thisproblem.
Outlineofthe thesis
InPartIacomparison ismadebetween conventional andbiodynamic farm management
using soilstructure differences induced byfarm management combined with simulation
models. Potential productivity as well as workability and trafficability was used to
expressdifferences between thetwosystemsinquantitativeterms.
Part II describes processes which have to be considered during the evaluation of soil
structure differences as a result of different management practices. First, chapter 3
describes theeffects of using arepresentative soil profile vs.individual profiles and the
effect of variation in weather conditions on transpiration ratios.Time aggregations over
which critical values of nitrogen leaching should be considered are explored thereafter.
Asmacro-porosity might have a significant influence on water and solute dynamics,an
extensive analysis has been performed to relate macro-porosity with management,
emphasising appropriate parameters to describe this macro-porosity. Part II finishes
with a chapter related to water accessibility to plant roots. Again, soil structure types
formed by different farm management practices were used, in combination with a
methodology based onmeasurements and simulation modelling.
Implications for future soil science, especially soil survey, are described in Part III.
Chapter 7 describes how existing soil survey information can be used to define
indicators for sustainable land management, and chapter 8concentrates on implications
for future soil survey methodology. Finally, general conclusions deduced from the
different parts ofthis study arepresented.
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PARTI

Comparingbiodynamicandconventional management

Chapter1
Droogers, P., and J. Bouma. 1996. Biodynamic versus conventional farming
effects on soil structure expressed by simulated potential productivity. Soil Sei.
Soc.Am.J.60:1552-1558.
Chapter2
Droogers, P., A. Fermont, and J. Bouma. 1996. Effects of ecological soil
management on workability and trafficability of a loamy soil in the
Netherlands.Geoderma73: 131-145.
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Chapter1
BIODYNAMIC VERSUS CONVENTIONAL
FARMING EFFECTS ONSOIL STRUCTURE
EXPRESSED BYSIMULATED POTENTIAL
PRODUCTIVITY
Abstract Effects of alternative farming systems on soilstructure needto bequantified tojudge
the sustainability of the systems. This study was conducted to compare two farming
systems byconverting"static"basic soilproperties intoa"dynamic"assessment using
simulation modeling. Increasingly popular biodynamic farming systems use no
commercial fertilizers and pesticides but apply organic manure and compost. Soil
conditions on four fields on two farms where biodynamic and conventional soil
management had been practiced for about 70 years were investigated with morphologicalandphysical methods.Soils(loamy, mixed,mesicTypic Fluvaquents) were
pedologically identical. Four procedures were used to express differences in soil
structure as a function of different management: (i) morphological description; (ii)
measurement of basic and static soil parameters such as bulk density, organic
matter, and porosity; (iii) measurement of soil hydraulic characteristics; and (iv)
determination simulated water-limited yields.The latter procedure provides a criterion
that isquantitative,isdirectly relatedtoapractical aspect of soilbehavior, and reflects
the highly nonlinear soil-water processes. The WAVE simulation model was used to
predict water-limited potato {Solanum tuberosum L.) yields with climatic data of 30
years. Basic static soilparameters were not significantly different but simulated yields
were significantly different and were 10 200 and 10 300 vs. 9400 and 9700 kg dry
mattertuberyieldha"1yr"1forthe biodynamic andtheconventional fields, respectively.
Simulation modeling of crop yields thus provides a relevant expression for the
productionpotentialofthetwodifferent farmingsystems.

INTRODUCTION
Conventional farming systems haveevolved with aprimary emphasis onhigh yield and
quality of crop production, and secondary considerations for the condition of the soil.
Sustainable farming systems are being developed to help modern agriculture solve
important problems in soil productivity, such as erosion, leaching, or runoff, and to
ensure long-term crop production. One of the alternative production systems that is
increasingly popular is biodynamic farming (Reganold, 1995). Like organic farming,
biodynamic farming uses no synthetic chemical fertilizers and pesticides, and instead
emphasizes use of compost and animal and green manure, control of pests by natural
means, use of crop rotation, and diversification of crops and livestock. The major
difference with organic farming is thatbiodynamic farmers add specific amendments to
their soils, crops, and composts to enhance soil and crop quality and to stimulate the
composting process (Koepf et al., 1976). Reganold (1995) reported that only a few
studies examining biodynamic methods or comparing biodynamic farming with other
farming systems have been published. These publications have shown that the
biodynamic farming systems generally have better soil quality, lower crop yields, and
equal or higher net returns per hectare than their conventional counterparts. Complica-
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lion in comparative studies is that they cannot be based on systems that are only a few
years old, but should be based on systems that have existed for decades (Phillips and
Phillips, 1984), thus excluding most short-duration research work based on experimental plots. This problem was avoided in this study by focusing on farms where a given
typeof managementhadbeen applied for about70years.
Biodynamic farming emphasizes the importance of natural biological, physical, and
chemical soil processes to create favorable circumstances for plant production. Soil
structure provides an integrative expression of the effects of these processes and can,
therefore, be a useful focal point for a comparative study on soils in conventional and
biodynamic farming systems (Elliott and Coleman, 1988). Soil structures can be
compared in a descriptive, qualitative manner, but a dynamic, quantitative approach
results in amorerelevant analysis (Larson and Pierce, 1994).Wagenet et al. (1991) also
advocated the use of simulation models for comparative studies to convert "static" soil
properties into "dynamic" assessments with practical relevance. Kooistra et al. (1985)
gave an example of the first approach in a study on the influence of different soil
management types on soil structure in a loamy soil. Soil structure is characterized with
morphometric techniques. A dynamic assessment focuses on the consequences of
different types of soil structure on productivity and/or on environmental issues such as
leaching. It may require use of simulation models as an exploratory tool. Van Lanen et
al. (1992) used a simulation model to quantify differences found in soil structure by
Kooistra et al. (1985) in terms of important land qualities such as moisture deficit,
workability, and soil aeration. Physical measurements of hydraulic conductivity curves
and moisture retention curves were used to quantify differences in soil structure as
expressed bymorphometric techniques.
In this study, first acomparative assessment was made between soils in twofieldseach
at a biodynamic and a conventional farm. Secondly, data from this comparative
assessment were used to predict water-limited potato yields by use of an integrated
simulation modelfor watertransportprocesses andcropproduction.Climatic dataof the
last 30years wereused toevaluate theeffects of arange of weather conditions on water
transport andcropgrowthintheobserved soilstructures.
In summary, the objectives of this study were to: (i) describe soil structure differences
between identically classified soilsinfields of aconventional and abiodynamic farmby
morphology, by basic soil properties, and by soil hydraulic characteristics and (ii)
convert these "static"soilproperties into a"dynamic"potential productivity by use ofa
simulation model.

MATERIALSAND METHODS
Soilsandmanagement
The soils studied are located in the southwestern part of the Netherlands in young
marinedeposits.They arelocated inpoldersthat werereclaimed inthe 15thcentury and
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belong all to the same mapping unit (Mn25A, according to the Dutch soil map scale
1:50 000, Pleijter et al., 1994). Soils have a loamy texture and are classified as loamy,
mixed mesic Typic Fluvaquents (Soil Survey Staff, 1975) and as Calcaric Fluvisols
(FAO, 1974). These soils occupy 103,000 ha in the Netherlands, are considered to be
primeagricultural land,andaremainly used asarableland.
Within this soil type,abiodynamic and aconventional farm were selected, 15kmapart,
both with a management system that has been applied for about 70 years. On the
biodynamic farm, the oldest one in the Netherlands, no chemical crop protection or
commercial fertilizer has been applied since 1924. Animal manure and a crop rotation
system with clover is intended to supply the required nutrients. However, soil tillage
activities do not deviate from those at conventional farms. The selected conventional
farm is a research station for arable agriculture, with emphasis on crop research. Here,
nutrients are mainly applied as commercial fertilizer. Two fields were selected from
each farm where measurements were made: a temporary grassland and an arablefield.
Abbreviations used here and crop rotations for the last 5 years for the four fields are
showninTable 1.1.
Table1.1.Experimentalfields,abbreviations,andcroprotationforthelast5years.
Field
Biol
Bio2
Convl
Conv2

Management
biodynamic
biodynamic
conventional
conventional

1990
bean
grass
sugarbeet
pea

1991
lucerne
grass
barley
barley

1992
lucerne
potato
grass
potato

1993
potato
grass
grass
sugarbeet

1994
barley
grass
grass
barley

Measurements
A thorough morphological and physical soil characterization was made. Measurements
on each of the four fields were concentrated at four randomly chosen plots of 4 m2.
Samples were collected for standard soilcharacterization: texture by the pipette method
(four samples per field per horizon, Gee and Bauder, 1986), bulk density by the core
method (16 samples per field per horizon, Blake and Hartge, 1986), organic matter by
theWalkley-Blackprocedure (four samples perfieldperhorizon, Nelson and Sommers,
1982), and porosity by the density method (eight samples per field per horizon,
Danielson and Sutherland, 1986). Twelve samples of 20-cm diam. and 20-cm height
wereused for eachfieldto obtain saturated and near-saturated conductivity by thecrust
method (Booltink et al., 1991).This method allows a distinction between K,^ when all
theporesarefilledwithwaterand K{sal)wherethe soilmatricpressure headis still0cm,
but where macropores do not conduct water, which only moves through the matrix
(Bouma, 1982). Undisturbed samples of 300cm3weretaken ineachfieldand multistep
outflow experiments were carried out in the laboratory yielding data for unsaturated
conductivity and moisture retention (Van Dam et al., 1994).Atotal of 96 samples were
taken for these outflow experiments, 24 from each field, eight for each horizon at 20,
50, and 80cmbelow the surface. Additional retention points atpressure heads of -1000
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and -16000cm wereobtained with apressure chamber system (Klute, 1986b).The outflow data, the conductivity data from the crust test, and the additional retention points
were used to obtain parameters for analytical descriptions of the soil hydraulic characteristics.The commonly used Mualem-VanGenuchten equation (Van Genuchten, 1980)
resulted inapoor fit of themeasured outflow, retention points and saturated conductivity.Vereecken etal. (1989and 1990a)noticed sameproblems and used for the retention
curvetheVanGenuchten equation withm= 1 andwithout theconstriction ofn> 1:

where 0 is the soil water content (cm3 cm"), 9Sis the saturated soil water content (cm
cm 3 ) and 0risthe residual soil water content (cm3 cm"3),his matric pressure head (cm),
anda (cm'1) andnareshapeparameters.Fortheconductivity curve,theGardner function
(Gardner, 1958)wasused:
KW

Äi

(L2)

=T^
\+\ßh\

v
whereKishydraulicconductivity (cmd" ),Ä"satisthe
sat saturated hydraulicconductivity (cm
d"),and ß(cm")andXareshapeparameters.

A comparison of the highly nonlinear soil hydraulic characteristics based on the
coefficients of the curves themselves is impossible but can be performed on derived
properties (Wösten et al., 1986). Here, the eight individual soil hydraulic characteristics
per field were compared using total and easy available water, which were defined as the
amountofwaterbetweenasoilwaterpressureheadof -100and-16000cm,and-100and
-1000cm,respectively.
Onemeanretention andconductivity curve wascalculated for eachfieldandeachhorizon
by averaging the eight individual curves on the basis of the pressure head, assuming
normal distribution for theretention curve and geometric distribution for the conductivity
curve:

T! eAh)
0(h)=•*-"-='
K(h)=\[[K
n(h)\
>=(n^(A))'

log(-fc)=0.0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., 4.0
\og(-h)=0.0,0.1, 0.2, ...,4.0

(1.3)
(1.4)

where 0 isthemeanretentioncurveand K isthemeanconductivitycurve.
Thesimulation modelwasvalidated usingmeasured soilwatercontentsfor thefour fields
usingtimedomain reflectometry (TDR, Toppet al., 1980)at four depths: 20,45,65,and
100cm, near the plots where other soil properties were determined. Measurements were
madebiweekly duringthegrowing season. Groundwater levelswerealsoobserved onthe
same dates. Weather conditions, rainfall, global radiation, temperature, and potential
evaporation were measured at standard meteorological stations about 5 km from the
experimental fields.
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Simulations
Soil water transport and crop growth were simulated by the WAVE package
(Vanclooster et al., 1994).This package is an integrated mechanistic simulation model
for water, solute,N, and heat processes in the soil and crop growth rates.For this study
only thesubmodules for watertransport andcropgrowth wereused.Thewater transport
moduleisbased onthe SWATREmodel(Feddesetal., 1978)and hasa finite difference
solution schemefor solvingthewell-known Richardsequation:

K(e^+i\-s(h)

(1.5)

dt ~ dz
where 0 is the volumetric water content (cm cm" ),z is a vertical coordinate (cm),t is
time (d),Kis hydraulic conductivity (cm d"), his soil water pressure head (cm), andS
is sink term (d~). Root water uptake is driven by the potential transpiration and is
reducedbythe soilwaterpotentialandbyamaximum defined uptakerate:
L,

T„= j a(h)S^(z)dz

Ta<T„

(1.6)

2=0

where 7ais actual transpiration (cmd"1),zis depth (cm),LTisrooting depth (cm),a isa
reduction factor as afunction of the soilwaterpotential hand accounts for water deficit
and water surplus,Sfmx is the maximum defined uptake rate (d") andTp is the potential
transpiration (cm d"). The incorporated crop growth module SUCROS (Spitters et al.,
1989) calculates crop development rate, dry matter accumulation rate of the different
plant organs, and leaf area index development rate as a function of radiation, temperature, and plant phenologic parameters. The calculated potential crop growth is limited
by soilwaterdeficit or surplusaccording toEq. 1.6.
Although model performance has already been tested (e.g., Diels, 1994), we chose to
validate it for thisparticular case for the year 1994.Soils were divided into threerepresentative horizons and soil water transport was simulated with soil layers of 2-cm
thickness.Theupperboundary condition, theweather, wasderived from aneighbouring
weather station on a daily basis. The observed groundwater levels were used as lower
boundary conditions. Simulated moisture contents at three depths were compared with
themoisturecontentsmeasured byTDR technique.
Land qualities are defined as: "Attributes which act in a distinct manner in their
influence on the function of land for a specific kind of use" (FAO, 1976).In fact, land
qualitiesexpressdifferences among soilsintermsof criteria that arerelevant totheuser.
Examples of important land qualities are workability, trafficability, aeration status,
moisture deficit and leaching potential (Hack-ten Broeke et al., 1993).In this study the
land quality "water-limited yield" was used to express and quantify differences in soil
structure. The water-limited yield is defined as the yield that can be reached when only
water limits yield and there are no other limitations such as nutrient shortage,
occurrence of diseases, or weed growth. Both water deficit as well as surpluses were
taken into account for thecalculation of the water-limited yield. Thewater-limited yield
isused toreflect differences in soil structure becauseonlythemoisture retention andthe
hydraulic conductivity curvediffer, whileotherparameters in themodelareidentical for
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all sites. Leummens et al., (1995) used the same approach to compress the effect of
macropores onexpressions of thehydraulic conductivity curve.TheWAVE simulation
model was used to calculate water-limited yields, using daily weather data for a period
of 30years.Potatowasusedasacropbecauseof itssusceptibility tostructure differences.
Rooting depth and root development were calculated by the model, but a maximum
rooting depth of 40 cm was given as an input parameter. Although potato cannot, of
course, be grown for 30 years on the same field, these 30 years were only used here to
obtain a distribution of yields as a function of differences in soil structure and weather
conditions. The lower boundary conditions were assumed to be identical for the four
plots.Thus,alldatawereidenticalfor the30-yearsperiodexceptfor soilstructure.
Table1.2.Soiltextureofthefourexperimentalfieldsfordepthsof20and50cm.
Field

clay

Depth 10-30 cm
silt
sand

clay

Deptl 40-60 cm
silt
sand

-%Biol
Bio2
Convl
Conv2

14
15
20
16

47
42
42
43

12
15
18
16

39
43
38
41

39
49
37
50

49
36
45
34

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Morphologyandsoilproperties
Influence of the different management practices is evident mainly in the topsoil;
therefore emphasis was given to the characteristics of the first 50 cm of the soil. Soil
texture data are shown in Table 1.2. Basic soil properties, including a multiple-range
testbythe least significant difference procedure (SAS, 1985)arepresented inTable 1.3.
Bulk densities were lower for the biodynamic fields and organic matter contents were
higher (atP<0.1 significantly different for allfields).
Table 1.3. Bulk density, organic matter, porosity, and saturated (A'sal) and near-saturated
conductivity[ Ä ^ ] ofthefourexperimentalfields.
Bulk density
0-20 30-40
— Mgm" —
Biol arable
1.52 b 1.55 a
Bio2 grass
1.47 a 1.51a
Convl grass 1.68 c 1.59 a
Conv2 arable 1.54 b 1.52 a
Depth (cm)

Organic matter
10-30 30-60

%
2.2a
3.3 b
1.7 a
1.9a

0.9 a
1.1a
1.0 a
1.1a

Porosity
10-30 30-60
3

-3

—m m —
0.39 b 0.39 a
0.42 c 0.40 a
0.36 a 0.40 a
0.41 be 0.43 a

^sal

*HsaO

10-30 30-60
— cmhr'' —
2.3 a 5.0 a
10.1a 6.5 ab
6.7 a 10.5b
6.6 a 9.9 ab

10-30 30-60
— cmhr' —
0.3 a 0.7 a
0.9 a 1.1a
1.3 a 4.3b
0.9 a 2.0 a

Valuesfollowed by the same letter are not significantly different (P <0.05) according to LSD
multiple-range test.
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Morphological structure descriptions for the four fields are presented in Table 1.4. The
overall impression was that structural differences were relatively small. Compaction
processes, leading to large structural elements with relatively low internal porosity, had
been active under both types of management, but appeared to be more pronounced for
the conventional fields (Table 1.4). These relatively small structural differences were
due to the similar tillage equipment being used on both farms. Structure descriptions as
provided in Table 1.4are highly qualitative and nondiagnostic.
Table1.4.Soilstructure description ofrepresentative profilesofthefour experimental fields.
Field
Biol

Bio2

Convl

Conv2

Depth (cm)
0- 7
7-33
33-50
0-25
25-45
45-50
0- 7
7-13
13-50
0-35
35-50

Shape
subangular blocky
blocky with
platy sand lenses
apedal, massive
subangular blocky
blocky
subangular blocky
subangular blocky
blocky
blocky
blocky
apedal, massive

Sizeof peds
fine
coarse
medium

Grade
moderate
strong
strong

coarse
coarse
coarse
very fine
fine
coarse
coarse

moderate
strong
moderate
strong
strong
strong
strong

Table1.5.Comparison oftheeight individual soilhydrauliccharacteristics perfield for thetopsoil:
total availablewater (betweenA=-100and A=-16000cm),easyavailablewater (between A=-100
andA=-1000cm).
Field

Available water
total
easy
3

Biol
Bio2
Convl
Conv2

0.199 a
0.240b
0.180 a
0.197 a

-3

0.087 b
0.092b
0.059a
0.080b

Values followed by the same letter are not significantly
different (P <0.05) according toLSDmultiple-range test.
Mean soil hydraulic characteristics as obtained by averaging the eight individual
characteristics per horizon per field are presented in Fig. 1.1. A comparison of the
different soil structures by using the soil hydraulic curves was focused on comparing
values of total and easy available water (Table 1.5). The biodynamic fields had a higher
amount of available water, but only the highest total available water for Bio2 and the
lowest easy available water for Convl were significantly different (P < 0.05).
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Figure 1.1. Mean retention (upper part) and conductivity (lower part) curves for 20- and 50-cm
depthsasusedforthesimulationofthewater-limitedpotatoyield.

Simulations
Simulated moisture contents for 1994werecompared with measured moisturecontents.
Results are presented for two fields in Fig. 1.2. Model performance for Convl and
Convl was quite good, with correlation coefficients of r = 0.96 and 0.97, respectively,
while these values were somewhat lower for Biol and Biol with values of r =0.92 and
0.82, respectively. Especially the effects of only a few summer rains could not be
properly simulated for Biol and Bio2,which wasprobably dueto the absence of preferentialflow in themodel. However, overall agreement was such that themodelwasconsidered tobeadequately validated tobeused for thisparticularcase study.
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Figure1.2.ComparisonbetweenobservedandsimulatedmoisturecontentsforfieldsBio2(r=0.82)
andConvl (r=0.96)for1994,andstandarddeviationsinobservations.

The water-limited yield for potato was calculated by the simulation model for 30 years
of weather conditions. Average yields for these 30 years for the fields Biol, Bio2,
Convl, and Com2 were, respectively: 10 200, 10 300, 9400, and 9700 kg dry matter
tuber yield ha" ,which was significantly higher for thebiodynamic fields according toa
LSDmultiple-range test (P<0.05).Simulated yields for these 30yearscan alsobeused
toproduce aprobability graph (Fig. 1.3),showing,for example,thattheprobability ofa
yield lower than 9000kg dry matter is,respectively, 22and 25%for Biol and Bio2and
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32 and 39% for Conv2and Convl. Similarly, probabilities for yields to be higher than
11 000 kg dry matter are even more pronounced: 36% (Biol), 42% (Bio2), 19%
(Convl), and 23% (Conv2).Differences between thebiodynamicandconventional treatments areconsistently observed for allyield levels,indicating that biodynamic management has improved soil structure when the water-limited yield under varying weather
conditions is taken as an indicator. The water-limited yield is a better indicator for soil
structural differences than the static bulk density and organic matter contents and the
hydraulic characteristics, which have little meaning by themselves. Simulation in this
study had an exploratory character indicating potentials of systems being characterized.
Clearly, thepotential of thebiodynamic system is currently notreached: realyields are
about half the value of yields in the conventional system (approximately 30 000 and
60000kgfresh tuberyieldha",respectively).
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Figure 1.3. Cumulative probability indry matter tuberyieldobtained bysimulations for 30years
ofweatherconditions.
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CONCLUSIONS
Differences between biodynamic and conventional management are reflected in
different soil structures of surface soil. In this study four procedures were used to
express these differences: (i)morphological description, (ii) static soil parameters, such
as bulk density and organic matter content, (iii) static moisture retention and hydraulic
conductivity data, and (iv) simulated water-limited yields under various climatic conditions. Only the last procedure provides a criterion that is quantitative, that is directly
related to a practical and understandable aspect of soil behavior, and that allows an
expression for theintegrated effects ofthehighly nonlinear soil-waterprocesses.
The biodynamic management type has a significantly higher water-limited yield than
theconventional type.Thisindicates thatbiodynamic management has favorable effects
on soil structure when potential productivity is taken as an indicator, thus providing a
positive contribution tothesustainability analysis.
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Chapter 2
EFFECTSOFECOLOGICAL SOIL MANAGEMENT
ONWORKABILITY ANDTRAFFICABILITY OFA
LOAMYSOIL INTHE NETHERLANDS
Abstract Effects of ecological and conventional farming in an identical loamy soil were
expressedinterms ofthelandqualitiesworkabilityandtrafficability usingconditions in
an old meadow as a reference. Threshold values for workability, determined by the
lower plastic limit occurred at matric potentials of -120, -45 and -35 cm for the
ecological, conventional and old meadow system, respectively. The corresponding
trafficability threshold values, obtained by penetrometer measurements, were -160,
-15 and -120 cm matric potential. An additional field-traffic experiment showed that
deleterious effects of drivingover awetfield were relatively smallforthe conventional
system, and more pronounced for the old meadow and the ecological system. A
dynamic simulation model for water flow was applied, using measured soil hydraulic
parameters, to calculate soil water content and workable and trafficable periods
duringtheyearbyuseofthethresholdvalues.Thirtyyears'climaticdatawere usedin
order to obtain probability graphs. The probability of a field to be workable and
trafficable was largest for the conventional system, and least for the ecological
system, while the old meadow had a high probability of being workable and a low
probability of being trafficable. The occurrence of five consecutive days with an
appropriatetopsoil moisture content forworkability andtrafficability was considered to
represent the potential start and end of anygrowing season.The probability of being
abletosoworplantatwhatisconsideredtheoptimum datebyagronomists was high
fortheconventional field (77%for cereals; 93%for potatoes andsugar beet) and low
for the old meadow (10%and 33% respectively) and very low for the ecological field
(0% and 17% respectively). The moisture supply capacity of the soil, defined as the
ratio between actual and potential transpiration, was most favourable for the old
meadow, least favourable for the conventional field and with the ecological field in
between. Potential productivity of the ecological system was thus higher than the
conventional system,but the risk of compaction was higher as well, putting relatively
highdemandsonthemanagement abilities ofecologicalfarmers.

INTRODUCTION
Traditional land evaluation uses land qualities to define soil suitabilities for different
landutilization types (e.g.FAO, 1976).Alandquality isdefined as"acomplex attribute
of land which affects its suitability for specific uses in a distinct way" (FAO, 1976).
Modernmechanized agriculturerequires soiltobe abletocarry mechanical loadsduring
tillage, seeding and planting management practices. Meadows should, in addition, have
the capacity to carry cattle.The land quality trafficability has been used to characterize
thebearing capacity of soil and canbedefined as:"theperiod during the year when soil
traffic is possible without causing unfavourable compaction". For arable land, another
mechanical land quality which is important relates to workability, defined as: "the
period during the year when tillage is possible with positive effects on soil structure".
Of course, these "positive effects" have to be specified as well, but they are quite
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different in different soils. The term "positive" thus allows soil-specific details to be
defined.
The land qualities trafficability and workability can be split upin twocomponents. The
first component is the threshold value for trafficability or workability, expressed in
moisture content or mairie potential, stating whether trafficking or working is possible.
The second component is the period during which the soil is trafficable or workable,
whichisafunction of thesoilmoistureregimeandthethreshold values.
Simulation techniques can be used successfully to estimate soil moisture regimes as a
function of changing weather conditions and water-table fluctuations as was demonstrated by Van Lanen et al. (1987, 1992). In addition to the soil-water content at any
time, threshold values have to be defined for the water content, above which
unfavourable compaction or puddling is likely to occur (e.g. Bouma and Van Lanen,
1987).
Conventional land evaluation focuses on a given soil type and defines its suitability for
a wide range of land utilization types. However, different forms of management may
have major and lasting effects on soil properties to the extent that soil behaviour may
significantly change(e.g.Bouma, 1994).
This studywasmadeinaTypic Fluvaquent, oneof themostproductive agricultural soil
types of the Netherlands and compared the effects of different types of management on
trafficability and workability in threefields.Onefieldwaspart of the oldest ecological
farm in the Netherlands (Loverendale = Bio), one field belonged to an experimental
farm with more conventional management (Rusthoeve = Conv)and the third field was
an old meadow (De Visser = Perm).The latter soil is considered to represent reference
conditions for this particular soil type in terms of soil structure and organic matter
content.
Of particular interest are differences between the Bio and Conv fields, in comparison
withfieldPerm,because ecological farming has the implicit objective of increasing the
sustainability of farming systems. A prime objective of this study was therefore to
evaluate how observed differences among the three fields could be interpreted in terms
of sustainability criteria.
The FAO (1993) definition for sustainable land management was followed here:
"Sustainable land management combines technologies, policies and activities aimed at
integrating socio-economic principles with environmental concerns so as to
simultaneously: (i)maintain or enhanceproduction and services, (ii) reduce the levelof
productionrisk,(iii)protectthepotentialofnaturalresourcesandprevent degradationof
soilandwaterquality, and(iv)beeconomically viableand socially acceptable".
This study focused on: (i)defining differences between the threefields,as expressed by
thetwoland qualities,and (ii)expressions of these differences in terms of sustainability
indicators as implicitly defined by FAO (1993):production, production risk, quality of
soilandwaterandeconomic and social viability.
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MATERIALSAND METHODS
Soilsandmanagementtypes
The study areawaslocated inthe South-Westernpart of theNetherlands in theprovince
of Zeeland. The soil type of interest, a mixed mesic Typic Fluvaquent (Mn25a
according to the soil map of the Netherlands 1:50 000) is widespread over the
Netherlands and is very suitable for agricultural production. Within this soil type three
fieldswereselected wheremeasurements wereconcentrated. Thesefieldsare considered
to be similar in the first place and differences in soils are only a result of the different
types of management. Evidence for this could be found in the origin of the soils. The
three fields are located in polders, which were reclaimed in the 15th century, within
similar geological setting (Pleijter and Beekman, 1985).The texture data of the three
fields,whichisnotinfluenced by management, aresimilar (Table2.1).
Table2.1.Soilparticle-sizedataforthethreefields.Clayis<2um,siltis2-50um,andsandis502000 um. Biois ecological temporary grassland, Conris conventional temporary grassland, and
Permispermanentgrassland.
Field
clay

Depth 10-30 cm
silt
sand

clay

Depth 40-60 cm
silt
sand

-%Bio
Conv
Perm

15
20
15

42
42
43

43
38
42

15
18
16

49
37
53

36
45
32

The first field (Bio)hasbeen managed according toecological principles, which means
thatnochemicalfertilizer orchemicalcropprotection hasbeen applied for morethan 80
years. Emphasis was given to maintaining favourable soil structure by using organic
fertilizer andby asoil-structure improving crop rotation. However, soil tillage activities
canbecategorised asconventional and consist of ploughing inAutumn toadepth of25
cmasthemain tillageactivity.The secondfield(Conv)was situated on an experimental
farm where management can be characterised as conventional with similar tillage
activities as Bio. Both fields were currently used as temporary grassland, the Biofield
for two years and the Convfieldfor three years. Crop rotations for Bio and Convwere
comparable: three yearsgrass followed by three or four years arable use.Finally, a field
withpermanent grassland was selected (Perm),representing asoil structure with amore
or less natural character. Management for all the three fields has been constant for the
last few decades, which is an essential condition because effects of management can
takedecadestocometoastateofequilibrium (Phillipsand Phillips, 1984).
Basic soildata(Table2.2)demonstrate theeffect ofdifferent management onthetopsoil
and the comparable properties for the soil layer in the depth range 30 to 60 cm. From
field Conv to Bio to Perm trends in surface soil were clear: an increase of organic
matter,porosity and saturated hydraulic conductivity.
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Table2.2.Basicsoil propertiesfor thethreefields,Bioisecological temporary grassland, Convis
conventional temporarygrasslandandPermispermanentgrassland.K^, issaturatedconductivity
including macropores and Äjsal) is saturated conductivity without macropores (Booltink et al.,
1991).
Depth (cm)
Bio
Conv
Perm

Bulk density
0-20 30-40
— Mgm"3 —
1.47 b 1.51a
1.68 c 1.59 a
1.38 a 1.49 a

Organic matter
10-30 30-60

%
3.3 b
1.7 a
5.0 c

1.1 ab
1.0 a
1.4 b

Porosity
10-30 30-60
3

-3

—m m —
0.42 b 0.40 a
0.36 a 0.40 a
0.46 c 0.40 a

^sal

10-30 30-60
— cmhr' 1 —
10.1 a 6.5 a
6.7 a 10.5a
43.9 a 8.3 a

•^(saO

10-30 30-60
— cmhr" —
0.9 a 1.1a
1.3 a 4.3 b
3.9 a 2.0a

Valuesfollowed by the same letter are not significantly different (P=0.05) according to LSD
multiple-range test.

Morphology of the topsoil reflected also the effects of the different management types.
TheBiofield had largepeds withrelatively lowinternalporosity.The structure gradeof
thepedswasmoderate for theroot zone,but strongbelow theroot zone.The same,but
in asomewhat morepronounced fashion, holdsfor the Convfield. Herethe grade of the
peds was strong for the whole topsoil, but the size of the peds in the root zone was
reduced from coarse to fine. The similarity between the morphology of the Bio and
Convfields could be explained by more-or-less comparable tillage practices, although
the higher organic matter and the crop rotation of the Bio field led to a somewhat less
compacted structure. The Perm field had a loose structure with a high organic matter
content with many biologically induced pores. Below the root zone the structure was
somewhat morecompact.
Threshold values forworkabilityandtrafficability
The threshold value for workability is defined as "the soilmoisture status,expressed in
moisture content ormairiepotential, atwhich tillageis possible with positive effects on
soil structure". If the soil is drier than the threshold value tillage activities can be
performed without structure deterioration. However, a soil can also be too dry for
optimal tillage.Thepowerrequired for tillage willincrease and moreover the operation
itself is less effective as the cohesive forces in the soil are too strong for optimal
crumbling. Becausethelatteroccursrarely inthestudy area,thisaspectisexcluded.
The well-known Atterberg test was performed to obtain the lower plastic limit for the
threefields (Atterberg, 1911).Samplesweretakenatfour randomly chosenplotsateach
fieldfrom thetop20cm, andthelowerplastic limit wasdetermined on 10replicates for
each sample. A drawback of this method could be the subjectivity in thejudgement of
the stateof theplasticity of the sample(Terzaghi et al., 1988).To avoid this subjectivity
and to evaluate the corresponding error a total of 120 determinations were handled in
random order and some determinations were also independently doneby two operators.
The lower plastic limit obtained, expressed as a gravimetric moisture content, was converted to volumetric moisture content by multiplying it by the bulk densities of the
samples.
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The threshold value for trafficability, also expressed in moisture content or matric
potential, is the soil moisture status at which "soil traffic is possible without causing
unfavourable compaction". Penetrometer measurements are useful for determining the
trafficability of a field. For the three fields with the different management types, the
relation between soil moisture content and penetration resistance was obtained. By
combining this relation with a critical penetration resistance for trafficability, the
threshold value for trafficability was estimated for the three fields. Critical penetration
resistances for trafficability canbe found in literature (e.g.Rounsevell, 1993).However,
values areobtained withalargediversity ofpenetrometers andmeasurement techniques.
Fritton (1990) developed a procedure that can be used to compare penetrometer
measurements by transforming measurements to a standard penetrometer with cone
diameter 2 mm, cone angle 30° and penetration speed 0.5 mm min"1. From
comprehensivefieldmeasurements it appears thatpenetration resistances lower than 0.5
MPa are insufficient and values higher than 0.7 MPa are sufficient (Van Wijk, 1988).
Thesecritical resistances were obtained with apenetrograph with cone diameter 25mm
(base 5 cm ), cone angle of 30° and an unknown but low speed. Transforming these
resistances toastandard according toFritton (1990),resulted inthe samevaluesbecause
correctionsfor cone sizeand anglewereof thesamemagnitudebut oppositeinsign.
Penetration resistances in this study were obtained by a penetrograph with cone base
area of 1cm and tip angle of 60°. All penetration data were transformed to a standard
asdescribed before. Thedepthrange 15to40cmisconsidered tobethemost important
in determining soil trafficability (Kogure et al., 1985). In this work, the penetration
resistance at 20cm was used as the critical depth for trafficability. On each of the three
fields, four plots were randomly selected and in each plot penetration resistance was
measured at 10locations.Atthe sametimevolumetric moisture contentsweremeasured
bytheTime-Domain Reflectometry technique (Toppetal., 1980)alsoat20cmdepth.
Additionally, an experiment was made to evaluate the effects of traffic during wet
periods on the topsoil. On each field three plots were slowly wetted and equilibrated
overnight. A tractor with a mass of 3100 kg drove twice over the plots at a speed of 2
km hr" . Inside the tracks, and just outside the tracks, infiltration measurements were
carried out with small infiltrometers (Falayi and Bouma, 1975). A critical infiltration
rate of 5 cm d" was assumed to represent a threshold value; indicating serious
compaction becauseponding of water islikely considering winterrainfall rates (Bouma,
1981). Also samples of 100 cm3 from the topsoil in, and just outside, the tracks were
taken tomeasurebulk densitiesbythecore method (Blake and Hartge, 1986),porosities
by the density method (Danielson and Sutherland, 1986)and the air-filled porosity at a
weight matric potential of -100 cm by the water desorption method (Danielson and
Sutherland, 1986).
Simulationofwaterregimes
In order to obtain periods for workability and trafficability the threshold values should
be compared with the soil moisture status during the year. Water contents and matric
potentials were simulated with a revised version of the model WAVE (Vanclooster et
al., 1994).This model is an integrated mechanistic simulation model for water, solute,
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nitrogen, heat and crop-growth processes. Model performance in general was tested by
Diels (1994) and by Vanclooster (1995), while performance for this specific case was
tested by Droogers and Bouma (1996). For this study only the submodule for water
transport was applied. Actual transpiration was simulated by reducing the potential
transpiration to a function of thematric potential of the soil according to the root-water
uptakefunction (Feddesetal., 1978).Upper andlowerboundaryconditions,variablesin
the root-water uptake function and rooting depth were all assumed equal for the three
fields inordertoobtainresults which were only afunction of soil structure as expressed
by the associated soil-physical characteristics. Although actual rooting depth and
potential rootability of the fields were not identical, a value of 25 cm was used for the
three fields. This was done because rooting depth has a significant influence on
simulated waterregimes,whilethis study wasfocused ontheeffects of soil structure on
workability and trafficability. Soil hydraulic functions for each recognized soil layer,
retention and conductivity curves,were determined on eight replicates for each field by
combining multi-step outflow data (Van Dam et al., 1994), crust data (Booltink et al.,
1991)and some additional retention points (Fig. 2.1). Simulations were performed with
climatic data from the last 30 years in the Netherlands in order to express workability
andtrafficability intermsofaprobability distribution.
Table 2.3. Threshold values for workability and trafficability for ecological (Bio), conventional
(Conv) and permanent (Perm) grassland. Workability threshold values were obtained by the
Atterberg test. Trafficability was determined by the relation between penetration resistance (PR)
andmoisture content 6,and thethreshold value was defined by aPR of0.7 MPa.

Field
Bio
Conv
Perm

0 mean
— cm'
0.35
0.34
0.41

Workability
threshold value
9sd
n
cm'J —
0.016
40
0.017
38
0.043
29

h
cm
-120
-45
-35

Trafficability
regression equation
threshold value
PR(8)=
R2
O
h
1
-s
cm cm
cm
0.67
0.34
-160
5.5 14.3-e
0.96
0.35
-15
5.3 13.0-e
0.98
0.37
-120
5.9 14.2-e

RESULTS
Thresholdvalues
Results of the threshold values for workability are presented in Table 2.3. Standard
deviations for the three fields were remarkably small. Only the standard deviation for
Perm was slightly larger, due to some small differences in the plots selected.
Independent determination of the lower plastic limit by two operators on 10 samples
gave a significant difference by the two-paired t-test for a probability level of < 0.05,
indicating that the test yielded independent results. Threshold values in volumetric
moisture content were highest for Perm and were in the same order of magnitude for
Convand Bio.Threshold values were also expressed in terms of matric potential using
retention curves. These values were in the same order of magnitude for both the Conv
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and the Perm fields and indicate that soils could be workable under a broad range of
moisture conditions. The Bio field was only workable when the soil had a matric
potential of less than -120 cm.

moisture content (cm,Jcm'J)
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Figure2.1.Water retention andhydraulicconductivity curvesfor theecological (Bio), conventional
(Conr)and permanent (Perm)grassland obtained by crust-method and multi-step outflow. Each
curvewasobtained byaveraging8individualcurves.

Threshold values for trafficability were obtained by a linear fit between penetration
resistance and moisture content and were associated with a critical threshold value of
0.7 MPa (Fig. 2.2 and Table 2.3). Variation in measured penetration resistances was
quite high, especially for the Bio field. The rather compacted Conv field (Table 2.2)
appeared to be trafficable under almost all moisture conditions. It appears that only
during very wet circumstances (matric potential > -15 cm) traffic has a negative
influence on the soil. The other two fields should be much drier before trafficking can
occur without adverse effects.
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Frequently workability and trafficability are not distinguished and only one value for
machinery accessibility is used (e.g. Rounsevell, 1993). Considering matric potential
threshold values instead of moisture content threshold values, provides a comparison
independent of theporosity of the soil.From this study it appeared that for the Bioand
thePermfield the workability threshold value washigher than the one for trafficability,
and for Conv the opposite was true. For Bio and Perm probably the relatively high
organic matter content was the determining factor for the workability threshold value
and the relatively low bulk density is likely to have been the most important factor for
the trafficability threshold value. For Convthe high bulk density has probably resulted
intherelatively hightrafficability of thissoil.
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Figure 2.2. Relation between penetration resistance and volumetric moisture content obtainedby
penetrograph measurements and Time-Domain Reflectometry respectively. Regression data are
presentedinTable2.3.

Theresults of thetraffic experiment on thewetplots arepresented in Table 2.4.Reduction in infiltration rate as a result of driving over the wet fields was substantial for the
BioandPermfields.Theinfiltration rateoftheConvfieldwasmuch lessreduced bythe
traffic even in the saturated plot. Differences for the Convfield were not significant at
5% level,due tothelarge variation in infiltration rates.Traffic for thisfield,even under
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very wet circumstances, did not decrease the infiltration capacity substantially and
values werenot lower than4cm d" which isclose tothecritical rate for Dutch climatic
conditions of 5 cm d" .Theinfiltration rate of Perm,which wasinitiallyhigh, decreased
substantially below the critical level for very wet conditions. Reduction in infiltration
capacity in the Bio field was strong and decreased to almost zero in the wettest plot.
Defining quantitative threshold values for trafficability with this experiment was not
possible,asaconsequence oftherelatively smallnumber ofmeasurements andthequite
high variation in results. In general it can be concluded, taking the critical infiltration
rateof 5cmd"1asthethreshold value,that Convistrafficable during almostallmoisture
conditions, Bio needs a matric potential less than -60 cm to be trafficable, and Perm
needs a value between h=-60and -20cm. These results are more or less in agreement
with the threshold values obtained by the penetrometer method, except for Perm.
Probably differences in soilconditions for thetop 10cm, used in thetraffic experiment,
andfor 20cmdepth,used for thepenetration measurements,deviatemorefor Permthan
forBioandConv.
Table2.4. Effects of traffic on wet plots for the three fields compared with the untrafficked plot for
the upper soil layer (0-10 cm).Initial moisture status is the matric potential when the tractor drove
overthe plots. Aeration status isdefined asthe porosity between saturation and matric potential of
-100cm.

Bio
Conv
Perm
Bio
Conv
Perm
Bio
Conv
Perm
Bio
Conv
Perm
Bio
Conv
Perm

Untrafficked
Wet
Wetter
Wettest
initial matric potential (cm)
-60
-15
0
-150
-15
0
J50
-20__
0
infiltration rate (cm d" )
34 a
2.1b
0.4 b
0.0c
16a
4.3 a
4.9 a
5.0 a
179_a
142b
L6_c
LP_Ç__
bulk density (Mg m" )
1.42 a
1.43 ab
1.44 ab
1.52 b
1.44 a
1.52 a
1.46 a
1.45 a
0.96_a_
i;01_a_
0.97 a
J).96 a _
porosity (m m")
0.44 a
0.44 ab
0.41 ab
0.41 b
0.43 a
0.41 a
0.42 a
0.44 a
0.6°_a_
0:59a_
0.60a_
J?;60a_
aeration status (m m" )
0.05 a
0.04 ab
0.03 b
0.02c
0.06 a
0.05 ab
0.03 b
0.04ab
0.10 a
0.07 a
0.08 a
0.07 a

Values followed by the same letter, in horizontal direction, are not significantly
(P=0.05) according to LSD multiple-range test.

different

Bulk densities showed almost no trafficking effects as these were overwhelmed by the
small-scale field variability. Bulk densities for the uncompacted Perm field were very
lowasaresult of thehighamount of organic matter and the largeamount of roots inthe
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topsoil.However the air content atamatric potential of -100cmdecreased for all fields
following traffic, but no clear correlation between the degree of wetness and the
decreaseinaircontent couldbeobserved.
104
depth 5 cm

103 -

102

—

10 1

-I

Bio=Conv
Bio=Perm
Conv =Perm

_UL_1J
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depth 20 cm

E

103
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Figure 2.3.Simulated matric potential profiles obtained by averaging the results of simulation with
weather data from the last 30 years intheNetherlands. Results are plotted as running average with
a window width of 9 days. Periods during the year with no significant differences (LSD multiplerangetest with P=0.10) between thefields areindicated by black bars.
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Waterregimes
With the simulation model WAVE, moisture contents, matric potentials and change in
evaporation were calculated using 30years of climatic data. The average weight matric
potentials for these 30yearsarepresented inFig.2.3for depth 5cmand 20cm.Thetop
5cmof field Convwasdriestduringmostpartsof theyear.ThePermfield tended tobe
wetter than the other fields. Differences for depth 20 cm were small, especially during
the summer period. According to the multiple-range test, Bio and Perm hardly ever
differed; Convand Permdiffered significantly during spring and during December (Fig.
2.3).Waterdeficits, defined asthedifference between potential and actual transpiration,
were on average 79, 91 and 72 mm per year for Bio, Conv and Perm,respectively. A
negative correlation was found between moisture deficit and soil moisture status: the
Convfieldhad thehighest moisture deficit and also thedriest topsoil while the opposite
occurred for field Perm.
Simulations with 30 years of climatic data allowed definition of moisture supply
capacity not only in terms of averages but also in terms of probability of occurrence.
The ability of the soils to supply the evaporative demand of a plant, expressed as the
actual transpiration divided by thepotential transpiration over a whole year, is given in
Fig.2.4.Clearly,Permhadthehighestprobability of satisfying theevaporative demand,
thecontrary applied for theConvsoil.
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Figure 2.4. Moisture supply capacity of the soils, expressed as the ratio between actual
transpiration(Eact)andpotentialtranspiration(E^),expressedascumulativedistributionobtained
fromsimulationswith30yearsofclimaticdata.
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Figure 2.5. Probability distribution of traffic-ability and workability during the year. Figures were
obtained by combining simulated matric potentials from 30 years of climatic data with threshold
values for workability and trafficability as given in Table 2.3. Periods during the year with no
significant differences (LSD multiple-range test with P = 0.10) between the fields are indicated by
black bars.
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Workableandtrafficableperiods
Simulated matric potentials for the surface soil were transformed to workable and trafficable days by reference to the threshold values.The 30-year simulations of soilmoisture regimes resulted in probability functions for the trafficability and workability (Fig.
2.5).Workability ofthe ConvandPermfield were almostequal.Workability ofBiowas
significantly lowerespecially during spring and autumn.The trafficability of fieldConv
washighest.Thisresultwasin agreement with theresults of thefield-trafficexperiment
onwettedplots.
Length of growing season and the first-dry period in Spring are important factors for
crop growth. Using matric potential data and threshold values for workability and
trafficability the start and the potential length of the growing season can be estimated.
The start of growing season was defined as the first period of five days in a year when
the field was both trafficable and workable. End of the growing season was defined as
the last period of five days when conditions were favourable for workability and
trafficability (Fig. 2.6). Optimum sowing or planting dates for the three most important
crops in the Netherlands are 1March for cereals and 20 March for potatoes and sugar
beet (Van Wijk, 1988). Applying these dates for the three fields resulted in the
conclusion thattheoptimalcondition for sowing cerealscanbereached in 0%, 77%and
10% of the years for respectively Bio, Conv and Perm. Figures for sugar beet and
potatoes were 17%,93%and 33% respectively.
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Figure2.6.Cumulative probability of thestart and the length ofthe growing season for Bio,Conv
and Perm. Start of growing season is defined as the first period in the year with 5 continuous
workableand trafficable days.Length ofgrowingseason istheperiod from thestart ofthegrowing
season till the last 5continuous workable and trafficable days.Optimum sowingor planting dates
ofcereals(1 March)andpotatoesandsugar-beet (20March)arealsoindicated.
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DISCUSSION
Three different types of soil management have significantly changed the properties ofa
particular soil type in the Netherlands, which is considered to be a prime agricultural
soil. Ecological farming has increased the organic matter content of the surface soil
significantly, as compared with conventional, high input farming even though the
content is still less than that of permanent grassland. The bulk density of surface soil
washighest underconventional farming and thewaterholding capacity, asexpressed by
moisture retention curves,was the lowest. This explains the observed high trafficability
under conventional farming, because both the high density and the relatively low water
contents during theyear contribute tothishigh trafficability (Fig.2.5).Workability was
alsohighest for conventional farming becauseof significantly different threshold values,
corresponding with a moisture content associated with soil plasticity. Under
conventional farming the soil is workable when the matric potential is lower than -45
cm,whileecological farming isassociated with avalue of atmost -120cm.Atthe same
time, water contents in surface soil were higher for the ecological field. The combined
effects of different threshold values andmoisture regimes,resultin asignificantly lower
workability for ecologicalfarming, asshowninFig.2.5.
The implications of differences in trafficability and workability are major, as is
illustrated in Fig. 2.6.Under the assumptions made, the start of the growing season and
its potential length are, respectively, significantly later and shorter under ecological
farming.
However, thehigherwaterholding capacity of surface soilunder ecological farming has
a favourable effect on water supply tocrops and water deficits (calculated for a 30-year
period) were therefore significantly lower under ecological management. Droogers and
Bouma (1996) showed that potential production levels under ecological farming were
significantly higherthan thoseunderconventional management.
Thisexploratory study indicates, therefore, that,inthisparticular type of soil,ecological
farming resultsinamoreproductive soilbut onlywhen thefarmer isparticularly careful
aboutdriving ontheland andabout selecting theappropriate moment andequipment for
tillage. Clearly, higher management qualities are required than with conventional
farming where trafficability and workability are much less critical: it will be much
easier to avoid mistakes. These exploratory results are also an incentive to explore
alternative soil-traffic and tillage procedures for ecological management practices,
becauseconventional procedures were used for both management systems. Possibilities
could include use of special tyres or traffic lanes and minimum tillage systems. A
discussion of alternative forms of ecological management is beyond the scope of this
paper, but can be found elsewhere (e.g., Lytton-Hitchins et al., 1994). However, this
study illustrates how exploratory use of simulation modelling can initiate development
of innovative forms of management, by defining critical aspects of current management
procedures.
Considering criteria for sustainable management, discussed at the beginning of this
paper,theconclusion canbethatecological farming inthistype of soilhasincreased the
level of sustainability by its higher potential production level and its lower production
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risk because of a higher moisture supply capacity. The aspect of degradation of soil
quality has been specified in this paper by showing that compaction (a form of
degradation) is more likely to occur under ecological fanning, at least when
conventional tillage practices are used. However, when the farmer is very careful in
selecting his moments of soil travel and tillage,the problem can probably beovercome.
Avoiding compaction probably requires development of alternative procedures for soil
traffic and tillage which would reduce the probability that compaction would occur.
Effects of such alternative techniques could again be evaluated with procedures
presented inthispaper,toassesstheireffects onsustainability aspects.
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Chapter3
EFFECTSOFSPATIALANDTEMPORAL
VARIABILITY ONSIMULATED TRANSPIRATION
RATIOS
Abstract Sustainability studies areincreasingly neededtodetermine management systemsthat
protect the environment and maintain production potentials. Whether these analyses
areperformed byfieldexperiments orbycomputer modelling,definingthe appropriate
spatial andtemporal scales is essential. Forthree management types within one soil
series in The Netherlands, the land quality indicator 'Iranspiration ratio", E^a (ratio
between actual andpotentialtranspiration), was determined using asimulation model
of water flow inthe unsaturated zone. Soils were characterised by eight profiles per
management type inwhich measurements of the retention and hydraulic conductivity
characteristics were made. Variation in weather data was described by 30 years of
historical data. Soil hydraulic characteristics were used as individual data and as
averaged data. Differences in Erati0obtained by using individual soil data rather than
averaged data were not significant, but E^o values for the three management types
were significantly different (0.79, 0.81 and 0.83). The results of the 30 years were
used to analyse the effect of the time over which an experiment is evaluated,on the
Eratio-Thedifferential of variance indicated thatthe lengthof an experiment should be
atleastsevenyears inorderto reducetheeffect ofthevariableweatherconditions.

INTRODUCTION
Methodology for defining sustainable land management is increasingly needed to
overcome environmental problems and to maintain production potentials (FAO, 1993).
Analysis of theeffects of different management practices on soil properties can beused
to evaluate the sustainability of the distinguished management systems. Sustainability
can be evaluated by "land quality indicators", defined as "measures, or values derived
from variables, that provide estimates of the condition of land relative to human needs,
changes in thiscondition, and human actions which arelinked to this condition" (Pierie
etal., 1995).Theseindicators areintended toconvey themost significant information in
summary form, and to act as a means of communication. Examples of "land quality
indicators" are workability, trafficability, leaching potential, and soil aeration. In this
study theland quality indicator "transpiration ratio"(£ratio), defined asthe ratiobetween
actual and potential transpiration, was analysed for different land management types.
Emlio can be considered as an integrated parameter to express water dynamics in soils.
Land quality indicators can be obtained by field observations or by simulation
modelling. Field observations are very expensive and time consuming. Simulation
modelling,based on soilproperties resulting from different management practices,isan
attractive alternative to evaluate sustainability. Well-tested simulation models are
available nowadays and a large amount of techniques to quantify soil properties have
been developed. However, considering field experiments or computer modelling, two
major scale problems should be faced: what will be the appropriate spatial scale
considering soil data and what will be the relevant time scale to express land quality
indicators. A related question is the consequence of averaging soil or weather data on
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these indicators. The latter can be expressed as the dilemma between "average first,
calculate later" vs."calculate first, average later". For highly non-linear processes, such
as soil-water interactions, one would expect a substantial difference between the two
methods.
Of particular importance as well is the effect of the variability in soil parameters on
calculated soil quality indicators.Many techniques are available to deal with variability
in soil parameters. A generally accepted and applied methodology is based on the
similar media theory of Miller and Miller (1956), combined with Monte Carlo
simulations (among others, Kim and Strieker, 1996 and Hopmans and Strieker, 1989).
Another methodology to describe soil heterogeneity is based on geostatistical
techniques like kriging (Bouma et al., 1996). All these approaches provide valuable
information but need a lot of data that is often lacking for land sustainability studies
(Wagenetetal., 1991).
Variability in weather conditions should be taken into account as it is likely to have a
significant influence on the land quality indicators. In field experiments, uncontrollable
weather conditions determine the results, which can be a serious draw-back for shortterm experiments. By using well-validated simulation models this limitation does not
occur. Some possibilities are the use of one representative year, average climatic
conditions, a dry and a wet year (Hopmans and Strieker, 1989) or aprobability density
function (Kim and Strieker, 1996).Weather data are in general easily obtainable for a
longhistorical period.
Inprevious studiesdifferent management systems within one soil series were quantified
by land quality indicators based on average soil properties and variability in weather
conditions (Droogers and Bouma, 1996; Droogers et al., 1996). This study focuses on
the impact of variability in soil characteristics and variability in weather conditions on
thelandquality indicator "transpiration ratio"(Entio) for different managementtypes.
Simulationmodel
Soilwaterdynamicsaredescribed withthewell-known Richards' equation:
dd

d

K{9)\^ +\ | - S(h)
dt dz
where 8denotes the soil water content (cm cm"), t is time (d),h (cm) the soil matric
head withh<0,z (cm)thevertical co-ordinate,takenpositiveupwardsandz=0atland
surface, K the hydraulic conductivity (cm d"). S (d") represents the water uptake by
plantroots (Feddesetal., 1978),defined as:
£
S(h)=CC(h)-^\Zr\

with £pot is potential transpiration (cm d"), zr is rooting depth (cm), and a (-) is a
reduction factor asfunction of hand accounts for water deficit. Unlimited water uptake
byplants wasath> -800cmatlow evaporative demand (1mmd")and h>-200 cmat
highevaporative demand (5mmd"1).Between thesepoints and wilting point, h=-4000
cm, alinear reduction was assumed. Below h=-4000 cm water uptake wasassumed to

(3.1)

(3.2)

Effectsofspatialandtemporalvariabilityon simulatedtranspiration ratios
be zero.Total actualtranspiration, £act,wascalculated asthedepth integral of the water
uptakefunction S.Afinitedifference solution schemewasused tosolvetheseequations
(Vanclooster et al., 1994).Model performance in general was tested, among others,by
Diels(1994) and Vanclooster (1995).Modelperformance for this specific casehasbeen
testedbyDroogers andBouma(1996).

MATERIALS
Soilsandmanagement
Within one soil type, a loamy, mixed, mesic Typic Fluvaquent (Soil Survey Staff,
1975), three different farm management types were selected, all located in the southwestern part of the Netherlands. Two temporary grasslands, managed biodynamically
(Bio) and conventionally (Conv), and one permanent grassland (Perm), were selected.
Management has influenced the basic properties of the topsoil like organic matter, bulk
density andporosity and differs significantly for thethreedistinguished types (Droogers
et al., 1996). The selected fields are considered to be similar in the first place and
differences in soils are only a result of the different management types. Evidence for
this could be found in the origin of the soils, the similar texture of the fields and the
identical soilproperties below the topsoil (Droogers et al., 1996).Foreach management
type one field was studied. Within each field four plots (three for Perm) were selected
randomly and at each plot two soil profiles were sampled. From each profile
undisturbed samples of 300 cm were taken at 20, 50 and 80cm depth for determining
soil hydraulic characteristics by multistep outflow method (Van Dam et al., 1994).
Additionally, undisturbed samples of 6000 cm3 were taken at the same depth for
measuring saturated and near-saturated conductivity by the crust method (Booltink et
al., 1991). Outflow data, conductivity data and additional retention points at a matric
pressure head of -1000 and -16 000 cm, were used to fit parameters for an analytical
description of the retention and conductivity curves, using the program MULSTP (Van
Dam et al., 1990). The well-known Mualem-VanGenuchten (Van Genuchten, 1980)
equation resulted in a poor fit of the measured data. Describing the retention curve
according to the VanGenuchten equation, with m = 1and without the restriction n> 1,
and the conductivity curve according to Gardner (1958), resulted in much better fits.
Same conclusions were found by Vereecken et al. (1989, 1990b). Hence, the soil
hydraulic characteristics aredescribedas:

where 9 is volumetric water content (cm3 cm"3), h is matric pressure head (cm), 8res is
residual water content (cm' cm"), 9sat is saturated water content (cm cm"3), K is
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hydraulic conductivity (cm d"), Ksat is saturated hydraulic conductivity (cm d"1), a
(cm"),ß(cm"),n(-) andL(-) arefitting parameters.
For each depth the eight individual hydraulic characteristics were averaged on the basis
of the matric pressure head, taking the arithmetic mean for moisture contents and
geometricmean for theconductivity's:
fl(ft) = • * " = ' "

(3.5)

O
1

These mean retention and conductivity curves were also fit according to eqs. 3.3 and
3.4. The individual and mean hydraulic properties for the topsoils are presented in Fig.
3.1.
Weatherconditions
Weatherconditionsondailybase,rainfall andpotentialtranspiration, from 1959to 1989
in theNetherlands wereused.Variation between these 30years wasmainly restricted to
the rainfall (u, = 819 mm, <7=160 mm), while potential transpiration was quite
homogeneous (u.= 544 mm, a=37 mm).The annual potential water deficit, defined as
the difference between annual rainfall and annual potential transpiration, shows the
highest variation (\i = 275 mm, o=184 mm). Potential transpiration was calculated
according to normal practices of the Dutch Meteorological Office (Makkink, 1960;de
Bruin, 1981):
Epo,=-^-0.65^Ki

PA

s+7

where £pot is potential transpiration (m s"), pw is density of water (kg m"), A, is latent
heat of vaporisation (Jkg"),sis slope of the saturation vapour pressure curve in air (Pa
K"1),yispsychrometricconstant (PaK"1),andKl isglobalradiation (Wm"2).
Simulations
Simulations wereperformed by applying the soilproperties in twoways.First, by using
all the measured soilproperties, eight profiles per management type (six for Perm):the
individual soil data set. Second, byusing the average soil properties foreach
managementtypeaccordingtoeqs.3.5and3.6:theaveragedataset.

(3.7)
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Figure3.1. Soilhydrauliccharacteristicsofthetopsoilforthethreemanagementtypes.Solidlines
indicate theindividual soil characteristics, eight per depth (six for Perm);dotted lines denotethe
averagecurves.
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Thesetwoscenarioswerecompared onthetranspiration ratio(£ratj0), defined astheratio
between the simulated annual actual transpiration (£ac,) and the annual potential
transpiration (E^). £pol was calculated according to eq. 3.7. As crop a grass vegetation
with a rooting depth of 20cm was considered, covering the soil completely. The actual
transpiration (£„,) was simulated and is a function of the £pot and the matric pressure
headinthesoil(eq.3.2).

RESULTS
Transpiration ratios (£ratio), given as averagevaluesfor the 30years of weather data, are
shown in Table 3.1.The influence of applying the average soil characteristics for each
management type rather than the individual properties, is negligible. Considering
individual years,averaging the soilparameters has almost noeffect on the£ratio as well
(Fig. 3.2). Similar conclusions, but for other soils and conditions, were reported by
Feddes et al. (1993). Kim and Strieker (1996) concluded for the water balance of two
soiltypes,thatrepresentative soilparametersfor asandy soilexist,butwereabsentfor a
loamy soil. However, concentrating on the £ratio instead of the whole water balance,
representative soilparametersdidexistfor boththe sandy andtheloamy soil.
Table 3.1. Effects of averaging soil properties on the transpiration ratio (^alk,) for the three
management types. Bio is biodynamic temporary grassland, Conv is conventional temporary
grassland and Permis permanent grassland. Hydraulic soil properties were obtained from eight
soilprofiles(sixforPerm),weatherconditionsarefrom30yearsofhistoricaldata.

Bio
Conv
Perm

F .
0.81b
0.80 a
0.83 c

soil: average
var.
0.012
0.011
0.013

n
30
30
30

soil
F
0.81b
0.79 a
0.83 c

individual
var.
n
0.012
240
0.011
240
0.012
180

Valuesfollowed by the same letter are not significantly different (P = 0.05) according to LSD
multiple-range test.

Thethreemanagement typesdiffer significantly interms of the£ratjo»and arehighest for
Perm,followed byBioand Conv(Table 3.1). Variation within oneyear,considering the
individual soilparameters, is lowest for Convand highest for Bio and Perm (Fig. 3.2).
Clearly, theconventional management typeresultsinalower soil variation but alsoina
lower production potential. Soil variation is higher for Bio and Perm, and also
productivity, expressed asthe£ratio,ishigher.
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Figure 3.2. /^all„for the average and the individual soil properties forthe 30 individual years.
RangesindicatestheminimumandmaximumZ^aU(1fortheindividualsoilproperties.
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In stead of using aperiod of 30yearswith weatherdata, onerepresentative yearor adry
and a wet year could be used. These options are only valid if there exists a correlation
between the weather conditions and the £ratio. Fig. 3.3 shows these relations between
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oratio» precipitation, potential transpiration and annual potential water deficits.
Correlations for precipitation and potential water deficits vs. £ratio are low. Moreover,
differences in potential transpiration among the years are too small to function as
distinctive feature. So, selection of a representative or a dry or a wet year based on
observed weather data, will not automatically result in a representative or a low or a
high£ratio.
Appropriatetimescale
Since weather conditions have such a considerable effect, the question arises what the
proper time scale shouldbetoevaluate land quality indicators.Inotherwords:overhow
manyyears should anexperiment, inthefieldorby simulations,beperformed toreduce
the effects of unpredictable weather conditions. The results of the simulations with the
historical 30 years of weather data were used to analyse this question. The 30 Emio
values were used to create series using therunning-average method with intervals from
1 till 30. These intervals could be read as "evaluation years", the number of years an
experiment is lasting. From these 30 series the minimum, maximum and variance were
calculated:
1^i+u-l) „

Min(n) = Min^"-l) —7,_
n

Max(n) = AtorLV"""

Var(n)=Vart 30-U-l)

>-x

—2_. 1
n '1 ^>i+(<

tratio,

'

Eratio
Eratio

n=1..30

(3.8)

n=1..30

(3.9)

n=1..30

(3.10)

with Min,Max, and Varis respectively the minimal, maximal and variance of a series
withnumber ofevaluation years n.
Additionally, the differential of the variance, orin other words, thedecrease in variance
asfunction ofincreasing evaluated years,wascalculated:
AVar(n) =Var(n)-Var(n-l)
n=2.30
(3.11)
Results show that the range, defined as the difference between the minimum and
maximum E^^, reduces as more years are considered in the analysis (left part of Fig.
3.4). Especially, the minimum Zsralio is largely influenced by the number of evaluated
years. The variance is reduced with increasing number of evaluated years (right part of
Fig.3.4).Thedifferential of thevariance (dotted lineof Fig. 3.4)becomesconstant after
about seven evaluation years. This point indicates the time where the reduction in
variancebecomes linear. Somewhat arbitrary thisperiod of sevenyearscanberegarded
as the critical period an experiment should be conducted to adequately express the
effects of unpredictable weather conditions. Performing experiments over a longer
period will result in a reduction of the variance, but surplus value will be questionable
considering the high costs of such an experiment. Although Zsralio is significantly
different for the three management types, the variance and the differential in variance
are similar.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
1. Averaging soil hydraulic parameters for a given management type in a defined soil
seriesdidnot affect thesimulated transpiration ratio.
2. Different management types, within one soil series, result in different transpiration
ratios. Analyses based on soil types only, while ignoring applied management, provide
inadequate resolution.
3. Weather data have a major impact on transpiration ratio. A sustainability analysis
focused ontheland quality indicator Emio should last atleast sevenyears,to adequately
express the effect of variable weather conditions. This means that field experiments
designed toquantify the land quality indicator £ratjo are not feasible: there is no time to
wait seven years to arrive at conclusions, and the costs of such a field experiment will
befartoohigh.
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TIMEAGGREGATION OFNITROGEN LEACHING
INRELATIONTOCRITICAL THRESHOLD
VALUES
Abstract Leaching of nitrate contributes to the deterioration of groundwater and can
consequently have a negative influence on the quality of our drinking-water. Critical
threshold values for nitrogen leaching are established to preserve groundwater
quality.Acriticalthresholdvaluefor nitrate leachingof 50mgI"1(11.3mg NI"1),similar
to the drinking water standard, serves as a threshold value for European countries.
However, the temporal aggregation scale on which this threshold value should be
considered is unknown. A well tested simulation model was used to evaluate the
exceedance of the threshold value at different time aggregation levels, ranging from
onedaytill 30years. Forthree different soilstructure types within one soiltype anda
selected fertilisation regime, the aggregated nitrogen leaching over 30 years was
11.4, 19.2 and 10.6 mg I"1. Considering an aggregation level of one day, the critical
threshold value of 11.3 mg N I"1 was exceeded 2973, 5801 and 2556 times,
respectively, for the three structure types during 30 years. By considering other time
aggregation levels, a clear relation resulted between time aggregation level and the
number of time elements during which the critical level was exceeded. Results
strongly indicate that a critical threshold value for leaching should include an
associatedtime-aggregationlevel.

INTRODUCTION
There is a growing awareness that leaching of agro-chemicals, biocides as well as
fertilisers, hasanegative influence onthequality of ourdrinking-water. Itisalsowidely
accepted that clean drinking-water can better be achieved by reducing leaching of
chemicals to the groundwater, than by removing hazardous chemicals from the
drinking-water itself. Therefore, a strong political and legislative pressure exists to
reduce leaching and to establish threshold values that may not be exceeded. For
example,nitrateconcentrations indrinking-water higherthan 50mg1" areconsidered to
bedangerousfor public health.This50mg1" nitrate,equivalent with 11.3mgN1" ,will
therefore serve as a threshold value for N-leaching to the groundwater. Integrated N
management in relation toN-leaching and groundwater quality is an important research
topic (Follett and Wieringa, 1995).The number of papers describing relations between
Nfertiliser management and N-leaching is very large.Analyses areoften based on field
measurements, but as this implies extensive analytical and measuring procedures, the
use of well-tested simulation models is not only attractive but imperative (Huwe and
Totsche, 1995).
However, two scale issues are essential in the discussion about critical threshold values
for leaching, which have, so far, hardly been considered. First, what is the spatial
aggregation level of this threshold value: a point, a parcel, a farm, a region, or even a
country? Second, what is the appropriate temporal aggregation level: a day, a month, a
season, or ayear?It is clear that low aggregation levels, spatial as well as temporal, are
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more restrictive than higher levels. For example, never exceeding a certain threshold
value on any particular day, is much more restrictive than aggregating leaching over an
entireyear. Itis also more restrictive tomaintain this threshold value on any individual
spot,thantoaggregate andapplyitfor acomplete watershed.
Considering the spatial scale, there seems to be a tendency, not scientifically based, to
focus on the farm level. The main reason for this is that an input-output balance of
nitrogen canbemade and controlled rather easily at this spatial scale level. Discussions
aboutthis spatial aggregation level arenot considered here,but canbe found elsewhere.
Forexample, Porter (1995)reported great variability ofN-leachingata very small scale
of some m .Also at aregional scale (hundreds or thousands of km2) variability is large
and N-leaching often occurs in well-defined "hot-spot" areas (Schaffer et al., 1995).
Verhagen et al. (1995), studied variability at field scale and concluded that, because of
high spatial variability, site-specific management appeared to be attractive for a more
efficient naturalresourcesuse.
This study focuses on the temporal aggregation level, with the main question: "what
will be the effect of different time aggregation levels on whether a critical threshold
value for N-leaching is exceeded?". In other words: "Is the distinction of a threshold
value meaningful if no time aggregation level is associated with it?". As mentioned
before, thethreshold valueisconsidered tobe similar tothedrinking-water standard.Of
course, mixing of groundwater below the N-leaching source before reaching the
drinking well is very likely to cause dilution of N. The drinking-water standard, to be
applied at the level of the groundwater surface, represents therefore a very rigid
threshold.
For one soil series in the Netherlands, a loamy Fluvaquent, hydraulic characteristics of
three different soil structure types, were used to calculate nitrogen leaching to the
groundwater. This was done by using a well tested and validated deterministic
simulation model, based on Richards' equation. Results of the nitrogen leaching were
aggregated overdifferent time segmentsranging from onedaytill30years.
In summary, the objectives of this study were to make a preliminary analysis on the
relationship between the critical threshold value for N-leaching and its temporal
aggregation levelofthethresholdvalue.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Soils
Differences in soilstructure,even within onesoiltype,canbehavequitedifferently (e.g.
Bouma, 1994)and should therefore betaken intoaccount.Within one soil type,amixed
mesic typic Fluvaquent (Soil Survey Staff, 1975), three soil structure types were
selected. These different structure types were the result of different management types
and are denoted as Bio (biodynamic), Conv (conventional), and Perm (permanent
grassland).Nochemical fertilizer orchemical cropprotection wasutilized for Bio,buta
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favourable crop rotation and organic fertilizer was used to maintain soil quality. Conv
did use agrochemicals and organic fertilzer was hardly applied. However, soil tillage
practices for Bio and Conv were similar and consisted of ploughing in autumn till a
depth of 25-30 cm as the main tillage activity. Field Permhad been permanently under
grassland since 1947,representing a soil structure with a more or less natural character.
These three structure typeshave a significantly different behaviour in terms of moisture
regimes, nitrogen dynamics, crop growth, trafficability, water-accessibility, etc. So,
instead of concentrating on one "representative" profile, a range of structure types is
considered. Detailed descriptions of these structure types can be found elsewhere
(Droogersetal., 1996).Somebasic soilparameters arepresented inTable 4.1.
Table4.1. Basicpropertiesofthetopsoil,10-30cm,forthethreesoilstructuretypes.

Bio
Conv
Perm

Bulk density
avg.
std.
— Mgm"3—
1.47 b 0.065
1.68 c 0.061
1.38 a 0.109

Organic matter
avg.
std.

%
3.3 b
1.7 a
5.0 c

0.59
0.05
0.57

Porosity
avg.
std.
—m m —
0.42 b 0.015
0.36 a 0.021
0.46 c 0.023

DifferencesaresignificantatP = 0.05iffollowed bydifferent letters.

Simulations
A deterministic, mechanistic, numerical simulation model was used which consists of
the following modules:moisture, solutes,nitrogen, organic matter, heat and cropgrowth
(Vanclooster et al., 1994). The main body of this model is the soil water dynamics
module which was based on the well known Swatre model (Feddes et al., 1978). A
finite difference approach was used to solve Richards' equation and hydraulic
characteristics were described with the Van Genuchten equations (Van Genuchten,
1980) with some small modifications as described by Droogers and Bouma (1996).
More detailed information about the simulation model, input data and boundary
conditions are beyond the scope of this paper, but can also be found in Droogers and
Bouma (1996). General model performance was already tested extensively (among
others, Diels, 1994; Vanclooster, 1995), and for these particular soils by Droogers and
Bouma (1996).Decomposition of organic matter (mineralisation) can have a significant
influence on the N balance and thus on N-leaching. For this study this mineralisation
was assumed to be zero, to emphasise only the inorganic N behaviour. Analyses
including these organic matter dynamics for the three soil structure types can be found
inDroogersandBouma(1997).
Simulations for the three soil structure types were performed assuming potatoes as a
crop. Although Perm was permanent under grassland, this soil structure type could be
considered representing a management practices with minimum tillage. A N fertiliser
application of 200 kg ha" was considered following normal practices for the three soil
structures. In order to take into account variation in weather conditions, simulations
were made by using historical daily weather data, including rainfall, for a continuous
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period of 30 years (1959-1988). Although potatoes cannot, of course, be grown for 30
years on the same field, these 30 years were only used here to obtain a distribution of
yields as a function of differences in weather conditions. For each individual year a
planting dateofApril 15thwasassumed and fertilisers wereappliedonthesamedate.
The term leaching is ill-defined and involves both quantity and concentration. In this
study the term leaching is exclusively used for concentration (mg l"1). Therefore, the
simulated daily water fluxes (m3 m"2) and the daily N fluxes (g m"2) are converted to
concentrations of N-leaching (mg l"1). These water and N fluxes are considered at a
depth equal tothe groundwater depth, which fluctuated from 130cm in summer till 90
cmin winter.

Aggregation
First the average N-leaching during one year was determined by using the 30 years of
simulations.These 30yearsresulted inavectorof 10950(30yearsx365days)elements
with daily water fluxes and a similar vector containing nitrogen fluxes. The average
pattern of N-leaching during one year was generated by aggregating the 30 years on
dailybase:
2-1 ,-i ^"flXd+i65(j-\)

NLd==£
2^j=i

™flXd+165{j-l)

d =1...365

(4.1)

whereNL is nitrogen leaching (mg 1" ),Nflx is nitrogen flux (g m"), Wflxis water flux
(m3m2),disday oftheyearand j denotestheyear number.
In addition to this average annual course, the effect of aggregation of the N-leaching
over a certain time interval was analysed as well. Again the results of the daily water
fluxes and N fluxes of the 30 years were used. In order to take into account the annual
courseinN-leaching,aggregation shouldbeperformed onlevelsthataredividers ofone
year. To obtain areasonable amount of aggregation levels, years were assumed to have
360daysin stead of 365days.

XLw/k,+7-(,-i)
NLl=-=r+

i= I...(30-360)/T

2-1 j = \ " 7" i+ T ( i- \)

where i is interval of aggregation, T is aggregation level (d) defined as the dividers of
360. From each aggregation level T, a number of T series can be made. Taking for
example an aggregation level of 2 days the following series can be made: 1+2, 3+4,
5+6, ... and 2+3, 4+5, 6+7, ... Each series was analysed in terms of the number of
intervalswithahigherN-leaching than 11.3mg1" .

(4.2)
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Figure 4.1. Daily course of N-leaching, expressed as N concentration in water which enters the
groundwater, for the three different soil structure types. Results were obtained by averaging
simulated N-leaching foreachdayfor athirty yearsperiod.Data areplotted as runningaverages
withawindowwidthof9days.

RESULTS
The daily N-leaching, as stated before expressed as N concentrations in the water that
enters the groundwater, averaged by using the 30 years of simulations, shows a clear
annualcourse (Fig.4.1).After planting, N-leaching decreases despite the application of
N at the same time. The main reason for this decrease is the low amount of rainfall in
spring and the uptake of water and N by the plant. The increase in N-leaching around
day 200 is the result of some convective rainfall on the relatively dry soil. The water
flux towards the groundwater isnot very high, which leads toa short, relatively high,N
concentration peak. Much rainfall occurs during the last 100days of the year, inducing
high N-leaching. By the end of the year a substantial amount of N is being leached,
resulting in a decrease in N-leaching at the beginning of the next year. Thus, this is a
kind of "steady state"situation.
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Figure 4.2a. N-leachingfor the 30 year-period aggregated over 1, 10,30 and 360days for Conv.
Dotted linesindicatethecriticalthreshold valueof 11.3mg1~'.
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Figure4.2b. N-leachingfor the30year-period aggregated over 1, 10,30 and360 days forPerm.
Dottedlinesindicatethecriticalthresholdvalueof11.3mg1'.
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Figure 4.3. Relation between aggregation level and N-leaching for the three soil structure types.
Left y-axis and triangle indicate the number of intervals exceeding the critical threshold value of
11.3 mg N I"1. Right y-axis and circles show the fraction of intervals when this critical threshold
value wasexceeded.
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Table4.2. Summaryresultsofthesimulationswith30yearsofclimaticdata.

Bio
Conv
Perm

Water
leaching
mm
427
394
409

Whole year
N-leaching
kgha"
48.7
75.6
43.4

mgl
11.4
19.2
10.6

Growing season
Water
N-leaching
leaching
mgl
mm
kg h a '
137
10.2
7.5
114
12.9
14.8
7.1
125
8.9

Non-growing season
Water
N-leaching
leaching
mm
kg ha"
mg1"
290
38.5
13.3
280
60.8
21.8
284
34.5
12.1

Summary statisticsfrom the30yearsof simulation show asubstantialdifference among
the three soil structure types (Table 4.2). Only Perm has a lower N-leaching than the
critical 11.3mg 1 \ while Bio is very close to this critical level. However, these results
were based on aggregating 30 years and do not guarantee that for each individual year
Perm is below the threshold value. Neither does this result say anything about
exceedance on a daily base. For different aggregation levels, the N-leaching during
these 30 years are plotted for the two contrasting structure types Convand Perm (Fig.
4.2). Table 4.3 shows for some aggregation levels the exceedance of the critical Nleaching. As expected, smaller aggregation levels result in a higher number of time
elements where the critical level is exceeded. Considering the aggregation level of 30
years Perm is within the critical threshold value while Bio is exceeding this level.
However, taking one year as the aggregation level, differences between Perm and Bio
aresmall:Permexceedsthecriticallevelabout 12timesandBioabout 14times.
Table4.3. ExceedingacriticalN-leachingof11.3mg1"asfunctionofthetimeaggregationlevelfor
thethreestructuretypes.
Time aggregation level
day
10days
month
year
30years

Intervals
n
10800
1080
360
30
1

Bio
n
2973.0
333.9
113.0
13.6
1.0

%
28
31
31
45
100

Conv
n
%
5801.0
54
630.3
58
212.3
59
25.5
85
1.0
100

Perm
n
2556.0
265.7
88.5
11.6
0.0

%
24
25
25
39
0

Therelation between aggregation level and N-leaching was extended to 30 aggregation
levels, ranging from 1 day until 30 years (Fig. 4.3, triangles, left Y-axis). A clear
double-log relationship exists between aggregation level and number of time elements
where the critical N-leaching is exceeded (R higher than 0.99 for all structure types).It
seems obvious that at smaller aggregation levels ahigher number of exceedance can be
expected because more time levels exist. However, this points exactly to the relevance
of this study: a critical N-leaching without indication of aggregation level is
meaningless.
Concentrating on the percentage of time levels where the critical N-leaching is
exceeded, instead of the absolute numbers, the three soil structures show different
behaviour (Fig. 4.3, circles, right Y-axis). Percentage of exceedance for Bio is fairly
constant for aggregation levels smaller than 50 days. Higher aggregation levels for Bio
result in increasing exceedance percentage till 100%at anaggregation levelof 30years.
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Conv shows also a constant percentage of exceedance of N-leaching until an
aggregation levelof 50days,but at alevel of about 60%,instead of the 30%obsereved
for Bio. For Conv, aggregation levels higher than three years (1080 days) all have an
exceedance of 100%.ForPerm,aggregation levels lower than about 50days arealsoat
a constant level of about 25%.Higher aggregation levels show no clear trend and did
notexceed45%.
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Figure4.4. CriticalvaluesforN-leaching atdifferent aggregationlevelswhich areequivalenttoa
thresholdvalueof11.3mgNI'1atanaggregationlevelof30years.

Taking the results of the highest aggregation level (30 years) as a reference, we may
assume that Perm as well as Bio are (almost) acceptable according to the critical Nleaching of 11.3mgl"1.What will then be thecritical threshold value of N-leaching for
other aggregation levels? For each aggregation level a threshold value for N-leaching
was determined which was not exceeded at that aggregation level. Aplot of these data
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(Fig. 4.4) shows a log-log relationship with R of 0.96 and 0.95 for Bio (eq. 4.3) and
Perm(eq.4.4):
ln(CM,)=-0.227ln(AL)+4.44
(4.3)
ln(CNL)=-0.222ln(AL)+4.40
(4.4)
where CNLis critical nitrogen leaching (mg 1" ) andAL is aggregation level (d). Using
these almost similar regressions, and assuming the aggregation level of 30 years as
reference, yieldedtoacriticalthreshold valuefor N-leachingonayearly baseof22mg l"1
and onadailybaseof about 80mg1" .

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The presented results strongly indicate that a critical threshold value for leaching is
meaningless without an associated temporal aggregation level. What the appropriate
aggregation level should be,isnotclear.Alogical selection willhavetobebased onthe
travel time from the groundwater below the considered area to a drinking well. The
methodology described (Fig. 4.4 and Eq. 4.3 and 4.4) also gives the opportunity to
transform threshold values from one time-aggregation level to another one, preserving
the samerestrictions atthedrinkingwell.
The results also show that different soil structures, formed by different farm
management types,in anidentical soiltypebehave significantly different interms ofNleaching, even with identical fertilising practices.This implies that regulations based on
representative soil properties for a soil type, may lead to highly variable,
unrepresentative results. This can lead to threshold values which are too restrictive for
some structuretypes,butalsotovaluesthatdonot adequately protect thedrinking water
for otherstructuretypes.
The results presented are valid for the considered soils and the defined conditions in
terms of crop, weather and fertiliser application. The methodology can, of course, be
easily applied for other soils,conditions anddrinking water standards.
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DESCRIBING MACRO-POROSITY DERIVED
FROMSTAINING PATTERNS UNDER FIELD
CONDITIONS
Abstract Macro-porosity influences the dynamics of water and dissolved solutes in the soil.
Size,shape andcontinuity of macro-pores isaffected byapplied soil management. In
this study, dye staining techniques, followed bydigital image processing, are used to
quantify macro-porosity under field conditions in a short time at low cost. We
compared 17 macro-porosity parameters, on 55 staining patterns from three fields
with different soil management types at five depths, within one soil type. Factor
analysis indicates that fivefactors explain 95%of thevariation.Thefirstfactor equals
the "totalquantity", and was similar for thethree fields, but showed significantly lower
values with increasing depths.The second factor isthe "individual pore quantity", and
the third factor the "shape" of the pores. Both factors were influenced by soil
management. Factor four and five were equal to the range and the nugget of the
indicatorvariogram,respectively.We concludedthatthe mostappropriate parameters
to quantify staining patterns in an explanatory analysis are the number of pores,the
average area per pore and the pore-shape, whereas the best parameter to quantify
staining patternswithonlyonecharacteristic isthefractaldimensionDs.

INTRODUCTION
Management practices have a considerable effect on soil structure and consequently on
soil quality and the overall sustainability of the agricultural production system (Bouma,
1994). Especially macro-porosity can have a substantial influence on the dynamics of
water and solutes in soils and can cause an anisotropic flow system, known as the
"bypass flow". The bypass flow is defined as "the flow of water through a system of
large pores that allows fast flow velocities and bypasses the unsaturated zone" (Beven
and Germann, 1982).Theprocess of bypass flow iseffected by the number, size, shape
and continuity of macro-pores. Many techniques are available to quantify this macroporosity such as scanning methods (e.g. Heijs et al., 1995), break-through curves by
tracer experiments (e.g.Bouma and Anderson, 1977),anddye staining (e.g.Bouma and
Dekker, 1978). Especially the staining technique, combined with digital identification
and processing methods, has many advantages. It is relatively fast and costs are low. It
can be considered as a technique between the complex and fundamental scanning
methods and the empirical break-through methods. Measurements can be easily
performed directly in the field, without the necessity of taking samples for laboratory
analysis.Moreover, theobserved macro-pores from thesedye staining techniques donot
include all the macro-pores but identify only those pores that are connected with the
infiltration surface: the continuous pores. Especially these continuous macro-pores are
ofrelevanceregarding theprocessofbypass flow.
The obtained macro-porosity characteristics can be used successfully as a descriptive
method tocompareeffects of soil management on soil structure (e.g.Cattleetal., 1994).
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But parameters can also be used as input for simulation models, especially to describe
heterogeneousflowpatterns(e.g.Booltink, 1994).
Although many papers have been published describing experiments using dye staining,
there seems tobenogenerally accepted standard toquantify these staining patterns.We
concentrate here only on the quantitative parameters, which become increasingly
available as aresult of the progress in digital techniques. These quantitative parameters
can be categorised intobasic parameters like number of pores, area, perimeter, and into
more complex expressions like fractal dimensions and parameters derived from spatial
statistics. Parameters for staining patterns can also be distinguished on the object they
describe:the individual pores,or thepattern asa whole.For example, the ratio between
areaandperimetercanbeused todistinguish individualporesintermsof verticalcracks
or horizontal pedfaces (Boumaet al., 1977).Descriptions for thepattern asawhole can
be relatively easily obtained by averaging or adding the values of all the individual
poresin apattern, e.g.thetotal area of stained pores or the average sizeof allthepores.
On the other hand parameters can be more comprehensive including the spatial
distribution ofpores(e.g.Stein etal., 1997).
This paper concentrates on the evaluation and comparison of parameters for macroporosity focusing on the following questions. Are different parameters for macroporosity related to each other? Are complex parameters more effective in describing
macro-porosity than straight-forward techniques? Which parameters are most effective
todescribe effects of different management practices on the macro-porosity of the soil?
To analyze these questions, a comprehensive dataset has been collected on a loamy
Fluvaquent in the Netherlands. Different parameters for macro-porosity, ranging from
basic tocomplex, wereobtained on these patterns,and compared and evaluated on their
capability toquantify differences in macro-porosity.

Table 5.1. Basic properties of the topsoil, 10-30 cm, for the three fields and their corresponding
managementtypes.
Field

Management

Bio
Conv
Perm

biodynamic, temporary grassland
conventional, temporary grassland
conventional, permanent grassland

Bulk density
avg.
std.
— Mg m" —
1.47 b 0.065
1.68 c 0.061
1.38 a 0.109

Organic matter
avg.
std.

%
3.3 b
1.7 a
5.0 c

Differencesare significantatP =0.05iffollowed bydifferent letters.

0.59
0.05
0.57

Porosity
avg.
std.
3

-3

—m m —
0.42 b 0.015
0.36 a 0.021
0.46 c 0.023
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Soilsandmanagement
For a loamy Fluvaquent (Soil Survey Staff, 1975) in the South-Western part of the
Netherlands,threefields withdifferent management types were selected.These soilsare
considered to be prime agricultural land. Field Bio has been managed according to
biodynamic principles, which means that no artificial agro-chemicals have been used.
Organic fertiliser and nitrogen fixation crops like clover are used to fulfil the nutrient
demand of the crops. The field has been under temporary grassland for two years.The
second field, Conv, was also under temporary grassland, but this field for three years.
Management could be defined as conventional. The third field, Perm,was a permanent
grassland whichhasbeenused aspasturefor about 80years.Basic soilpropertiescanbe
found inTable 5.1.Moredetailed description of soils and management practices can be
found elsewhere (Droogersetal., 1996).
Measurements
On each field four plots, three for Perm, were randomly selected. At each plot
infiltration of water with methylene blue was performed using a cylindrical ring with
diameter of 32 cm. Methylene blue will be absorbed by the soil, which visualises the
flow pathways of the water (Bouma andDekker, 1978).After theinfiltration, horizontal
planes wereexcavated atdepths of 5, 10,20,30and40cm below ground surface. Each
horizontalplanewasphotographed.
Imageprocessing
From the55slides (four plots atBioand Conv,threeplots at Perm,fivedepths) acircle
with diameter of 30 cm was used for further analyses. Patterns were scanned as grid
files with gridsizes of 330 (im for Bio and Perm and 440 Jim for Conv.Differences in
gridsizes were due to a slightly different height during photographing of the planes.A
supervised classification was performed to define the stained areas. A combined dilate
and erode filter technique (PSP, 1996) was used to clarify the patterns, followed by
conversion intopolygons.Theinsideofpores with only stainedborders weremarked as
stained during this process. Although some pores might have been cut off by the
sampling frame which could result in an error when estimating the parameters, Hatano
et al. (1992) concluded that these border effects could be neglected if the patterns were
notalmostentirely stained.
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Table 5.2. The 17 applied parameters to describe the staining patterns, n is total number of pores
in the entire pattern, A^^ is area of the cross-section (cm2), Fis Feret diameter (cm), ƒis number
of squares with one or more pores inside, r is square size (cm), c is a constant, and subscript i
denotesthe individual pores.
symbol

definition

short description

Size
N

number of pores

A
cross
2

cm cm

cross

A
N
Pe

2

cm
1

E"Pe

-2

totalpore area

average area per pore

cmcm"

total perimeter

cm

average perimeter per pore

cmcm"

total convex perimeter

cm

averageconvex perimeter per
pore

cross

Pe„

Pe
N
1

"

CPe

K -v-18

cross i=\

CPeB

Shape

CPe
N
1 y * Pe,

shape

l y . CP,
CS

convex shape
log/(r) =-D,log(r)+c
logA,=-D, , logP^+c

shape fractal dimension
smoothness fractal dimension

DistOS

see text

DistlO

seetext

Dist20

see text

Range

see text

Nugget
Sill

see text
see text

%of soil within 0.5 cm of a
pore
%of soil within 1.0cm of a
pore
%of soil within 2.0cm of a
pore
distance up to which aspatial
dependency exists
small scale variability
large scale variability

Distribution
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THEORY
A total of 17 parameters to describe macro-porosity were selected to be evaluated,
ranging from more or less "basic" to "advanced" parameters. Table 5.2 gives an
overview of the used parameters with their definition and categorisation of the
characteristic they describe. These characteristics are related to the property the
parameter applies to: the size, the shape, or the spatial distribution. The total area of
macro-pores inastainingpattern isanexampleof asizeparameter.Porescan also differ
in their shape, such as vughs, planes and channels (Ringrose-Voase and Bullock, 84).
Besides size and shape, the distribution of the pores should be described. This can be
done qualitative in terms of regular, clustered, random, or quantitative using spatial
statistical parameters. However, some parameters are not strictly related to only size,
shape or spatial distribution. For example, the perimeter is in principle a size
characteristic, but it is also related to the shape of an object. Also the distribution
parameters mightberelated tothesizeaswellastotheshapeofapattern.
Sizeparameters
The size parameters are mainly "basic" parameters. They can be expressed for
individual pores as well as for the entire pattern. Because this study focuses on the
description of a pattern as a whole, parameters related to individual pores, area (A,),
perimeter (Pet) andconvex perimeter {CPe^,havebeen averaged inordertocharacterise
the total pattern (Table 5.2). CPeis areference diameter for irregular objects, being the
smallest convex figure that can be constructed around a pore (Ringrose-Voase and
Bullock, 1984). Eight Feret diameters have been used, equally distributed around the
pore. The Feret diameter is the distance between two parallel unes that enclose an
object.
Shapeparameters
Fourdifferent shapeparameters have been applied that arein principle size-independent
parameters (Ringrose-Voase and Bullock, 1984). The shape 5 is a parameter for the
small irregularity of apore.In other words, the roughness of the boundary of the pore.
Related to 5, convex shape CS is a size-independent expression for irregularity. But,
using CPe instead of Pe, an expression for the large irregularity of a pore, the
elongation,emerges.
From the large number of existing fractal dimensions (e.g. Burrough, 1989), two were
selected which have already been successfully applied to staining patterns of macropores (Hatano et al., 1992).In contrast with the Euclidean geometry, where values are
only expressed as integers, fractal dimensions apply to objects that are in shape
somehow between apointandalineorbetween auneand aplane.
The shapefractal dimension, Ds, isrelated tothebasic shapeof an object (Hatano etal.,
1992).Ds values range from 0to2,with 0indicating apoint, 1aline and 2aplane.An
estimate for Ds is obtained by dividing the pattern into squares with size r and counting
the number of squares / with one or more pores inside. By repeating this process for
different sizes r,adoublelogarithmic regression canbe obtained, resulting inthe fractal
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dimension Ds as the slope of this regression (Table 5.2). Hatano and Booltink (1992)
obtained values of Ds for a well-structured clay soil and found a statistically significant
empirical equation between Ds, A, and bypass flow at laboratory scale. Including this
fractal dimension for simulating water dynamics at field scale resulted in an accurate
prediction ofbypassflow inaheavily structured clay soil(Booltink, 1994).
The second fractal dimension, Dpe, is related tothe average smoothness of theboundary
lineofporesinapattern (Hatanoetal., 1992).Valuesrangefrom 1,indicating asmooth
boundary, till2,avery irregular pore boundary. Dpe is obtained by performing adouble
logarithmic regression analysis onA,and Pet of all the pores in apattern. The slope of
this regression line is the Dpe. Pachepsky et al. (1996) used this parameter successfully
todescribeeffects of management onthemicro-porosity ofasiltyloamsoil.
Distributionparameters
Spatialpointpatternsconsist ofafinite numberof locations observed inaspatialregion.
Steinetal.(1997)used spatialdistribution functions toevaluate thedistribution ofpores
in staining patterns. In general, spatial distribution functions are used to test spatial
patterns on their distribution which can be clustered, regular or completely random.
Several distribution functions can be used to quantify and test patterns such as "interevent distances", "nearest neighbour distances" and "point to nearest neighbour
distances" (Diggle, 1983). Van Noordwijk et al. (1993) applied the "point to nearest
neighbour distances" on root distribution maps and concluded that this function also
expresses the average distance from a point in the soil to the nearest plant root. This
technique wasused here toexpress the distribution of distances from arandom point in
the soil to the nearest macro-pore, which is an important parameter considering
interaction of water between macro-pores and soil matrix. From the distribution
function three points are selected as indicators: percentage of the soil matrix within a
distanceof 5, 10and20mmfrom amacro-pore,denoted asDist05,DistlO,andDist20.
A commonly applied geostatistical tool is the variogram. The variogram measures the
dependence between observations as a function of the distance between their locations.
For spatial point patterns, with a value 1 indicating a pore and 0 indicating the soil
matrix, an indicator variogram can be calculated. The variogram was calculated by
randomly selecting 10000 grid-points from each pattern. An exponential function was
fittedthrough thecalculated variogram valuesyielding theRange,SillandNuggetofthe
point pattern. The Range is the distance up to which a spatial dependency exists. The
Sillisthe value of the variance of the observations at a greater distance than theRange,
theuncorrected observations.TheNuggetisanindicator for thesmallscalevariability.
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Conv-1-30

Bio-1-10

Perm-2-40

Figure5.1.Exampleofthreedifferent stainingpatternsusedfor adetailed description.Bio-1-10is
biodynamicmanagement,firstreplicate,depth10cm;Conv-1-30isconventionalmanagement,first
replicate,depth30cm;andPerm-2-40ispermanentgrassland,secondreplicate,depth40cm.

Table5.3. Parametervaluesformacro-porosityofthethreepatterns.
Parameter
N
A
*» por

Pe
*€ por

CPe
CPe
S
CS
Ds

D„
DistOS
DistlO
Dist20
Range
Nugget
Sill

(cm")
1

2

-2,

(cm2 cm )
(cm )

Bio-1-10 Conv-1-30 Perm2-40
0.312
0.107
0.247
0.023
0.029
0.004
0.072
0.119
0.039

(cm cm")
(cm)

0.261
0.836

0.367
1.483

0.071
0.665

(cmcm")
(cm)

0.237
0.758

0.319
1.288

0.069
0.639

(-)
(-)
(-)
(-)
(%)
(%)
(%)

1.242
1.186
1.227
1.161
32
62
91
1.56
0.005
0.031

1.367
1.275
1.149
1.286
25
50
83
0.20
0.000
0.021

1.137
1.104
0.814
1.040
11
28
70
0.76
0.002
0.003

(cm)

(-)
(-)
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RESULTSANDDISCUSSIONS
Examples
Three different patterns (Fig. 5.1) are selected to illustrate the methodology and
application of thedifferent parameters for macro-porosity. The mostimportant different
features are:amixture of large and small pores (Bio-l-10), presence of cracks (Conv-130), and small circular pores (Perm-2-40).The parameters for macro-porosity of these
four examplesaregiven inTable5.3.
Basic macro-porosity parameters, ranging from N till CS(Table 5.2), clearly reflect the
characteristics of the patterns. Perm-2-40has a low amount of pores (N,A, Pe, CPe),
pores are small (Apor, Pepor, CPpor), the boundary of the pores are smooth (S) and
pores are circular (CS). Bio-l-10 has a higher N, and also the average pore size is
greater. The somewhat higher S and CS parameters indicate more irregular pores.
Finally, Conv-1-30hasthehighest averagepore sizeandthemostirregularpores.
The fractal dimension Dpe, the smoothness of the boundary of the pores, shows, as
expected, the sametrend asthe CS.The other fractal dimension, Ds, related tothebasic
shape of an object, is higher for Bio-l-10 than for Conv-1-30. This would indicate a
more line structure for ßj'o-1-10 than for Conv-1-30, which contradicts the observations
(Fig.5.1).

Table5.4.Numberofcorrelationcoefficient >0.9and<0.25forthe17parameters.
Parameters
N
A
A por

Pe
"^ por

CPe
CJ C por

s

CS
Ds
DDe
DistOS
DistlO
DisÛO
Range
Nugget
Sill

>0.9
1
3
1

<0.25
6
2
4

4
2

2
3

4
1

2
3

1
1
0
0
3
3
0
0
0
2

2
3
2
2
2
2
8
16
11
2
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The"point tonearest neighbour distances"distributions are shown in Fig.5.2. Itcan be
observed that, taking ßj'o-1-10 as an example, 32% of the soil is within a distance of
0.5 cm of a macro-pore, 62% is within 1.0 cm, and 91%of the soil is situated closer
than 2.0 cm from the nearest macro-pore. For Perm-2-40the average distances from a
pointinthesoilmatrix tothenearestmacro-pore arehighest.Distances for Bio-l-W are
lowest,indicating thatinteractionsbetween soilmatrix andmacro-pores arehighest.
Finally, the indicator variograms for the three examples are plotted in Fig. 5.3.
Parameters of the fitted exponential model gives the largest Range for Bio-1-10,
indicating that spatial dependency exists over a large length. The low Sill values for
Perm-2-40showsthatthevarianceinobservations islow.
Table5.5.Parameterpairswithacorrelationcoefficient >0.9.
Pe

CPe

Pe

1 c

por

S
DistOS
Pe
*€ por

Dist05
DistOS
A
Pe
N
CPe
A

CPe
w

* c por

CS
CPe
A

**• por

Pe
DistlO
Sill
Sill
DistlO
DistlO
CPe

Corr. coef.
0.98
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.96
0.96
0.96
0.95
0.94
0.92
0.91
0.91
0.91

Correlationanalysis
The three examples presented were selected to clarify the methodology and application
of the different parameters for macro-porosity. We return now to the complete
population and concentrate first on the correlation between the different parameters.
Table 5.4 summarizes the correlation matrix, presenting for each parameter the number
of correlation coefficients with absolute values higher than 0.9 or lower than 0.25.Most
parameters have one or more high correlations with other parameters and only a few
correlation coefficients lower than 0.25.N, Ds, Dpe, Dist20and in particular Nuggetand
Range,have a strong capacity todescribe unique macro-porosity properties that are not
described by other parameters. Table 5.5 shows all parameter pairs with a correlation
coefficient higher than 0.90. Remarkable is the strong correlation between Pe and CPe
and,asaresult of this,between Sand CS.Therefore, noclear distinction exists between
the small irregularity of pores, i.e. the roughness of the pore-boundary, and the large
scale irregularity, i.e. the elongation. A similar conclusion was found by RingroseVoase and Bullock (1984).However, both S and CS arein principle attributes of single
pores and are used here as an average value for the whole pattern. However, this still
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yielded a relatively high correlation coefficient of 0.91 considering all the individual
pores.
Factoranalysis
Principal component analysis onthecorrelation matrix showsthatfive factors explained
95%ofthevariation.Thefirstfactor explained 62%followed by 18,6,5and5%for the
other four factors, respectively. The five factors with their factor-loadings are given in
Table5.6.
Table 5.6. Factor loadings of the principal component analysis using varimax rotation method.
Valueshigherthan0.75areindicated.
Parameter
N
A
A
**por

Pe
*€por

CPe
L-r€ por

s
CS
Ds

D„
Dist05
DistlO
Dist20
Range
Nugget
Sill

Factorl
0.96
0.70
0.25

Factorl
-0.06
0.62
0.91

Factori
0.21
0.20
0.23

Factor4
0.04
-0.06
-0.05

FactorS
-0.01
-0.03
0.04

0.83
0.24

0.44
0.88

0.27
0.37

-0.08
-0.12

-0.01
0.09

0.87
0.14

0.36
0.84

0.28
0.42

-0.08
-0.14

0.03
0.15

0.23
0.10
0.71
0.27
0.91
0.96
0.88
0.04
0.04
0.66

0.58
0.48
0.53
0.26
0.32
0.18
0.06
-0.15
0.11
0.66

0.76
0.84
0.36
0.86
0.22
0.10
-0.19
-0.13
0.16
0.20

-0.03
-0.02
0.06
-0.21
-0.05
0.00
0.11
0.97
-0.09
-0.13

0.11
0.12
0.12
0.10
-0.02
0.05
0.11
-0.09
0.97
-0.06

Factorl can be considered as the "total quantity" factor. It contains all the parameters
thatareinfluenced bytheamountofmacro-pores:N,Pe,CPe. Alsothethreeparameters
from the "point to nearest neighbour distances"distribution: DistOS, DistlO,Dist20are
related to this "total quantity" factor. The factor-loading for A was not very high for
Factorl, although it is clearly related to the "total quantity". Reason for this is the
communalityofAforFactorl aswellasfor Factorl.
Factor2can be regarded as the "individual pore quantity" and is mainly determined by
Apor, Peporand CPepor. Factor3accountsfor the shapes ofthepores,including thetwo
shape parameters related to the individual pores, S and CS, and also the overall
boundary shape fractal dimension Dpe. Finally, Factor4and FactorSare determined by
theRange and Nuggetparameters. These factors are of less importance as they explain
only 5%ofthe variation.
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Fieldanddepth differences
The five factors are used to indicate differences between fields and depths,
concentrating on the first three factors. Fig. 5.4 shows average factor scores with their
standard deviations.Factor!, the "total quantity", wasnot significantly different for the
three fields, but standard deviations indicate a high variability for Conv and a low
variability for Perm.Ontheotherhand,acleardepth effect could benoticed, with lower
values with increasing depths. The standard deviation at 20 cm was high, indicating a
distinctive soil layer withat some spots alow amount and at other spots ahigh amount
of macro-pores, which can be explained by the occurrence of plough layers. Only for
somepatterns,macro-pores arecontinuous till40cm, which explains therelatively high
variation atdepth40cm.
The "individual pore quantity", Factor2, was highest for Conv indicating that the
individual pores are larger in comparison with Bio and Perm. Also standard deviation
washighest for Conv, causedby theoccurrence ofcracksaswellasvughs andchannels.
Lowfactor scoreand lowstandard deviation at40cm,showsthatthecontinuousmacropores aresmallandhomogeneous insize.
Factor3,the "shape",hasavery distinctive field and depth effect. Permhasalow value
representing circular pores.This correspond with the dominant pore types in Perm:the
bioporesformed by worms.Bio and Convarenot significantly different for this "shape"
factor. In contradiction withlow standard deviation at40cmfor Factor2,Factor3hasa
high standard deviation at this depth. This leads to the conclusion that the continuous
macro-pores aresmalland similarin size,butwithalargevariation inshape.

CONCLUSIONS
Selection of the most appropriate parameters to describe macro-porosity, based on the
presented results, depends upon the objective of the study. Analysing staining patterns
in an explanatory way, requires parameters related to the three distinguished factors:
"total quantity", "individual pore quantity" and "shape". N is the most appropriate
parameter todescribe "total quantity", considering the factor loadings.AlthoughDistlO
has a similar factor loading, N is a much more straightforward parameter, and is
therefore preferred. Apor is thebest parameter todescribe "individual pore quantity". It
has the highest factor loading and is also relatively easily obtainable. Considering the
factor loadings for Factor3,Dpe is the most appropriate parameter to describe "shape".
However, including also complexity of the parameter as criterion, a logical selection to
quantify "shape" will be 5. Characterising macro-porosity in a more empirical way,
requires parameters not related to one factor, but an expression for the overall
properties. Three parameters, A, Ds and Sill, are not related to any of the five
distinguished factors, assuming 0.75 as the distinctive factor-loading value.
Consideration of the correlation analysis, leads to the conclusion that Ds will be the
most appropriate parameter. Hatano and Booltink (1992) used thisparameter, combined
withA,successfully topredicttheamountofbypassinaclay soil.
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The three different management types have not led to significantly different quantities
of macro-pores in the three fields. However, individual pore sizes and shapes of pores
areclearly influenced by management. Increasing depths show reducing "total quantity"
values.Therefore, bypassflow willbelimited only tothetopsoil.Thiswasin agreement
with results obtained by Droogers and Bouma (1996). They used a simulation model
without bypass flow for the same fields as used in this study, and reported that
differences inmeasured andsimulated moisture contentswererestricted tothetopsoil.
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Chapter6
WATER ACCESSIBILITY TO PLANT ROOTSIN
DIFFERENT SOILSTRUCTURES OCCURRING IN
THESAMESOILTYPE
Abstract

The capacity of a soil to supply roots with water and nutrients for crop growth is
important whendefining sustainable land management which implies maintenance of
production and reduction of production risks. Not onlythe amount of "available"water
is important but also its "accessibility", which differs among different soil structures.
Different structures within one soil series were associated with three types of
management: (i) conventional, temporary grassland (Conv), (ii) biodynamic,
temporary grassland (Bio) and (iii) conventional permanent grassland (Perm).
Transpiration of barley plants, under identical circumstances, and the associated
rooting patterns, were measured in five large undisturbed cores from each of the
three soil structures. Management had significantly changed bulk density, organic
matter content and porosity. Measured transpiration showed significant differences
with highest amounts for Perm followed by Conv and lowest amounts for Bio.
"Rooting pattern characteristics", defined as the relation between a series of
hypotheticalextractionzones aroundeach rootandthevolumes of excludedsoilwere
determinedforthethree structures.These "rooting pattern characteristics" were most
favourable for Perm, followed by Bio and Conv, respectively. The "water supply
characteristics", defined as the number of days the soil can satisfy a transpiration
demand of 5 mm d"1 as a function of a hypothetical extraction zone, reflects the
capacity of the soil to supply roots with water. These "water supply characteristics"
combined with the "rooting pattern characteristics" were used to quantify the
accessibility of soil water. Accessibility was highest for Permand Convwith 95%and
94% respectively, followed by Biowith 68%. When used in a simulation model and
compared with simulations implicitly assuming total accessibility, measured
transpirations were better simulated by introducing the expression for water accessibility.

INTRODUCTION
Soils which are identical from a genetic and taxonomie point of view, can form
considerably different soilstructure typesasaresultofapplied management (Kooistraet
al., 1985). It is evident that strategic and tactical management decisions play an
important roleinthis soil structure development, butoperationalmanagement decisions
often play the most important role. For example, Droogers et al. (1996) compared a
biodynamic andaconventional management system(distinguished atthestrategic level)
and concluded that thebiodynamic system was favourable in terms of potential productivity at the strategic level, but that the degradation risk (to be considered at the operational level)washigher.
Soil structure has an important impact on soil quality and sustainability. A comparative
study between different management types and soil structures within one soil type,can
therefore be used to deduce sustainable management systems.The FAO (1993) defined
four criteria for sustainable land management: (i) maintain or enhance production and
services; (ii) reduce the level of production risk; (iii) protect the potential of natural
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resources and prevent degradation of soil and water quality, and (iv) be economically
viableand socially acceptable. Key aspect of production and especially production risk,
is the capacity of a soil to supply roots with adequate water and nutrients for crop
growth.
The amount of waterand dissolved solutes which is "available"for root water uptake is
often defined as the amount of soil water between field capacity and wilting point. A
soilmatric pressure of -10 or -33kPa for field capacity and -1500kPa for wilting point
are commonly used values (FAO, 1979). However, this wilting point is more
determined by the soil than by the plant (Hulugalle and Willatt, 1983), as suction in
plants can go up to 4 MPa (Grace, 1993). In addition, it is also not likely that all soil
waterthatis"available"is"accessible"for roots,especially incoarsely aggregated soils.
So far, no operational procedures have been defined to characterize "accessibility" of
water. Bouma (1990) makes a distinction between "available" and "accessible" water
for root uptake and introduced a methodology to take this accessibility into account
during modelling activities. Bouma and Van Lanen (1989) presented an exploratory
case study which clearly shows that accessibility can have a strong impact on crop
growth and water dynamics of a soil. However, experimental data have so far not been
presented.
Accessibility of soil water depends on the one hand on root density and root distribution, and on the other hand on the ability of the soil to supply roots with water at a
certain rate. Rooting patterns are mainly influenced by the penetration resistance and
thusbythedensity and aggregation of the soilandcandirectlybeobserved. Availability
ismainly afunction of the soilhydraulic characteristics. Laboratory studies demonstrate
that soil compaction limits root penetration and the ability of the plant totake up water
(e.g.Materechera etal., 1993).Also,theeffects ofaggregate sizeand strengthhavebeen
studied and showclearly thataggregates canimpederoot growth affecting thewaterand
nutrient uptake ability of plants (e.g. Logsdon et al., 1987; Misra et al., 1986). Many
field studies have been performed to relate experimentally induced soil degradation,
such as extreme compaction by machinery, to root density and root distribution (e.g.
Tardieu, 1988).Morerelevant would be aquantification of theeffects of different types
of structure, formed by different types of normal management practices, on root water
uptake.
In this study three soil structure types resulting from different management practices in
one type of soil, were compared in terms of their capacity to allow crop transpiration.
Seedlings were planted in undisturbed large soil samples, and transpiration was monitored underidentical conditions.Rooting patterns were observed and quantified, providing information on density and distribution of roots. Additionally, the capacity of the
soil in each of the three structures to supply roots with water was quantified using the
soil hydraulic characteristics. The "rooting pattern characteristics" combined with the
"water supply characteristics" were used to obtain a quantitative description of the
"accessibility"of soilwater.
Finally, an integrated dynamic simulation model for watermovement in the unsaturated
zone and crop growth was used to simulate measured transpiration in two ways. First,
by assuming total accessibility of the soil water; secondly, by applying the obtained
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accessibility from the "rooting pattern characteristics" and the "water supply characteristics".
In summary,theobjective of this study wastocharacterize theimpactof accessibility of
soil water on crop behaviour by: (i) comparing transpiration of crops growing in the
same soil type under identical physical boundary conditions, but with different soil
structures, and (ii) explaining differences obtained by considering rooting patterns and
soilhydraulic characteristics.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Three sites were selected each under a different management system, but all within the
same soiltype,aloamy mixed mesicTypic Fluvaquent (SoilSurvey Staff, 1975),inthe
south-western part of the Netherlands. First site, abbreviated asBio, has been managed
for 70 years according to biodynamic principles (Reganold, 1995), which implies that
no chemical fertilizer or chemical crop protection was utilized, but that soil quality was
maintained by a favourable croprotation and by use of organic fertilizer. However, soil
tillagedidnot deviatefrom conventional systems and consisted of ploughing toa30cm
depth. The second site, denoted as Conv, belonged to an experimental farm with a
conventional management system for the region, including a crop rotation of potatoes,
grassland, sugarbeet and grains and use of agrochemicals. On both sites a field with
temporary grassland, applied as part of crop rotation, were used for this study. TheBio
field was used as temporary grassland for two years, the Conv field for three years.
Finally, a site was selected which had been permanently under grassland since 1947
{Perm). All management systems have been applied for decades, which guarantees a
soilcondition in anequilibrium state (Phillips and Phillips, 1984).Detailed descriptions
of management practices and soil characteristics were presented by Droogers et al.
(1996).
Five undisturbed soil cores with a height and diameter of 20 cm were collected from
each structure type at depths from 10 cm to 30 cm. In addition, eight small 300 cm
samples were taken to determine the water retention and conductivity curve, by multistepoutflow method (VanDametal., 1994)andcrust-method (Booltink etal., 1991).
The 15 undisturbed samples (five per structure type) for the transpiration experiment
were saturated and some additional nutrients were added to ensure growth without
nutrient limitations.Then, samples wereplaced on a sand-box with amatric pressureof
-5 kPa to obtain identical soil matric pressures for all samples. In every sample seven
barley seedlings wereplanted and the top and bottom of the samples were covered with
plastic to prevent soil evaporation. For every plant a small incision was made in the
plastic to allow uninhibited growth. Seven barley plants per sample corresponds with a
plant density of 220 plants m", which is commonly used in field situations. Samples
were placed in a greenhouse and were weighed at 2 day intervals, thus providing
information ontranspiration.Noadditional water wasadded.
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After the plants failed to take up any more water due to drought stress, three randomly
selected samples from each structure type were sliced horizontally at 10cm and 15cm
depth. Rooting patterns were recorded in the middle of these sections using a 24 x 24
grid withgridsizes of 0.5 cm.This grid covers an area 12x 12cmand did not coverthe
entire soil core, which prevents possible observation errors by edge effects. For each
grid-cell an observation was made whether a root was present or not. The observed
rooting patterns were quantified by determining the relation between a series of hypothetical extraction zones and the remaining "dead volume" (De Willigen and Van
Noordwijk, 1987).Thehypothetical extraction zone was defined as acircle around each
root and the "dead volume" as the soil fraction which was not located within the
extraction zone of any root. This characteristic relation between the hypothetical
extraction zone and thedead volume willbe denoted as "rooting pattern characteristic",
and is a function of the number of roots and their distribution. Van Noordwijk et al.
(1993) showed that this method leads to a frequency distribution of "nearest neighbour
distances"(Diggle, 1983).
Besides the "rooting pattern characteristic", the ability of the soil to transport water
insideunrooted aggregates totheedges of theaggregates should alsobeconsidered. Itis
clearthatincreasing aggregate sizes willreducetranspiration asmorewater willhave to
flow from inside the unrooted aggregates to the outside. To quantify this dynamic
behaviour of soil water in aggregates, the one-dimensional Richards-Darcy equation
withoutgravity termwasused:
dh
K(6)—
dt ~ dx
ox
where 0 is the volumetric water content (m3 m"3),x is horizontal coordinate (m), t is
time(d),Kishydraulicconductivity (md '), andhissoilwaterpressure head(m).
A modified version of the Hyswasor model was used to solve this equation with an
implicit finite element method (Dirksen et al., 1993).Input requirements were the water
retention curve and the hydraulic conductivity curve for each structure type. Initial
matricpressure was setat-6kPa, which corresponds to the average moisture conditions
in thelarge samples of thetranspiration experiment. This -6kPa corresponds, according
totheequivalent pore sizedistribution theory (e.g.Bouma, 1991),to aporediameterof
46 um, permitting the use of the bulk soil hydraulic properties as the aggregate
hydraulic properties. For varying sizes of extraction zones, which can be considered as
half the size of an aggregate, and transpiration demands, water flow from inside
aggregates to the outside can be calculated assuming one dimensional horizontal flow.
Here, a somewhat arbitrary transpiration demand of 5 mm d" was taken as an input
value, which is about the maximum transpiration rate in the Netherlands (De Willigen
and Van Noordwijk, 1987). Maximum root suction was set at 4 MPa, which is the
maximum value a plant can reach (Grace, 1993). Output was the relation between the
sizeof the extraction zone and the number of days the soil can supply this transpiration
demand of 5 mm d" . This relation between size of the extraction zone and number of
dayswillbedenoted asthe"water supply characteristic".

(6.1)
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The "rooting pattern characteristic" combined with the "water supply characteristic"
were used to determine the fraction accessible water in the three soil structures. First,
thenumberofsuccessivedaysisselectedwithacriticaltranspiration demandof5mm d".
Analysis of daily values of potential transpiration in TheNetherlands for aperiod of 35
years showed that aperiod of 6 or more successive days with potential transpiration
> 5 mm d" occurs in 5% of the years (KNMI, 1959-1993). The "water supply
characteristics" were used to transform these 6 days to critical extraction zones. These
critical extraction zones for each structure type were converted to accessible soil
fractions byuseofthe "rootingpattern characteristics".
The WAVE model (Vanclooster et al., 1994) was used to simulate the transpiration
experiment in two ways.First, simulations were performed assuming total accessibility
of soil water. Secondly, the simulations were carried out considering the accessibility
v/v0:
9acc=0avail*v/Vo

(6.2)

where 0acc is the amount of accessible soil water (m m"), 9avail is the amount of
available soil water (m" m ), and v/v0 the accessibility fraction (-) with vis accessible
soil volume (m ) and v0 is total soil volume (m ) (e.g. Bouma and Van Lanen, 1989;
Bouma, 1990).

RESULTS
Soils
The morphology of the soils reflects the effects of the different management types in a
qualitative way.TheBiofield had moderately largepedsin theroot zone and somewhat
stronger largepedsbelow theroot zone.Themorphology of Convwasquite comparable
withBio,butherethepeds were stronger and moredense.The similarity in morphology
between these two fields, could be explained by comparable tillage practices. On the
otherhand,Permhadaloosecrumb structure withmanybiologically inducedpores.
Table6.1. Basicsoilpropertiesforthethreedistinguishedsoilstructuretypesforthetopsoil.Biois
biodynamic temporary grassland, Conv is conventional temporary grassland and Perm is
permanentgrassland.

Bio
Conv
Perm

Bulk density
avg.
std.
— Mg m' —
1.47 b 0.065
1.68 c 0.061
1.38 a 0.109

Organic matter
avg.
std.

%
3.3 b
1.7 a
5.0 c

0.59
0.05
0.57

Porosity
avg.
std.
3

-3

—m m —
0.42 b 0.015
0.36 a 0.021
0.46 c 0.023

Differentletters indicateastatistically significantdifference (LSD,P <0.05)
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Basic soil properties were all significantly different for the three fields (Table 6.1). Soil
hydraulic characteristics, average water retention and conductivity curves, for the three
structure typesarepresented inFig. 6.1.
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Figure 6.1. Soil hydraulic characteristics for the three soil structure types. B/o is biodynamic
temporary grassland, Convis conventional grassland and Perm denotesthe permanent grassland.

Table 6.2. Total measured transpiration and initial moisture content for the three structure types.
Values in mm were divided by the sample height of 20 cm to obtain results as volumetric fractions
in m m" .
Initial moisture content
avg.
std.
avg.

Measured transpiration
avg.
std.
avg.

3 - 3

Bio
Conv
Perm

mm
68.5 a 0.7
67.9 a 1.6
71.4b 2.7

mm
0.342
0.340
0.357

3 - 3

mm

42.1a
44.4 b
50.1c

0.7
1.4
1.4

mm
0.210
0.225
0.251

Different letters indicate a statistically significant difference (LSD, P <0.05)

Transpiration
The total amount of measured transpiration was significantly different for the three
structure types and washighest for Permfollowed by respectively Convand Bio (Table
6.2). Variation within the five replicates was remarkable low, as indicated by the
standard deviations. Transpiration as a function of time is shown in Fig. 6.2. Initial
moisture contents at the start of the experiment were somewhat different for the three
structure types, although samples were brought to the same matric pressure of -5 kPa.
This can be explained by the different soil water retention characteristics of the soils
(Fig.6.1).
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Figure6.2.Measuredcumulativetranspirationforthethreedistinguishedsoilstructuretypes. Each
curverepresentsthemeanoffiveindividuals.

Rootingpatterncharacteristics
Toillustrateresults obtained for "rooting pattern characteristics"twodifferent examples
are selected from 18observed rooting patterns,and theresults obtained aredescribed in
detail.First, the observed rooting patterns from the grid of 12x 12cm with gridsizes of
0.5 cm are shown in Fig. 6.3. Bio6-I0 could be regarded as an example of a heterogeneously distributed rooting pattern, while roots in Perm6-10 were more homogeneously distributed. Secondly, thedistance from each grid cell tothe nearest root was
measured, providing plots like Fig. 6.3.Clearly, Bio6-I0 had more regions which were
at greater distances from roots than Perm6-10. These results were combined into a
distribution function ofdistancestothenearestroot, the "rootingpattern characteristic",
shown in Fig. 6.4 for the two cases. From this figure it can be seen, for example, that
50% of the soil volume was located more than 1cm from the nearest root for ßi'o6-10,
whilethiswasonly 20%forPerm6-10.
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Table 6.3. Number of roots and root density observed on 6 horizontal sections of 12 x 12 cm per
structure type.

Bio
Conv
Perm

Number ofroots
avg.
std
15.3
74 a
14.8
76 a
9.9
90 b

Root density
m"2
5139
5278
6250

Different letters indicate a statistically significant difference (LSD, P <0.1)
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The two samples presented were not necessarily representative, but were selected to
clarify the applied method. We return now to the complete population. A somewhat
higher root density was observed for most samples at the interface between the soiland
the container, especially for Bio and Conv.However, these roots were not included as
the sampling grid covered only the centre of the core. Results from all the samples
showed that the number of roots for Perm was highest, followed by Bio and Conv
(Table 6.3). Differences were not significant at a 5% level but at 10% level, Perm
differing from Bio and Conv. The "rooting pattern characteristics" showed that dead
volumes were lower for Perm in comparison with Bio and Conv (Fig. 6.5). Although
this relation is influenced by the total number of roots, it gives also an indication about
the spatial distribution of the roots. For example, Bio and Conv had almost the same
number of roots, but dead volumes were lower for Bio. In addition, the lower dead
volumes for Perm were not only a result of the higher number of roots, but also of a
morehomogeneous rootingpattern.
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Watersupplycharacteristics
The "water supply characteristics" for the three structure types, calculated with the
Richards-Darcy equation, are shown in Fig. 6.6. Extraction zones less than 1cm gave
thehighest number of daystheflux of 5mmd" could be sustained, with thehighest for
Permfollowed byBio and Conv.Asexpected, increasing extraction zones decreases the
number of days that the given flux can be maintained. However, this process was more
pronounced for Bio and Permthan for Conv, resulting in ahigher accessibility forConv
incomparison withBioandPermfor extraction zoneslargerthan 1 cm.
Table 6.4. Critical extraction zones and accessibilities as obtained from the "water supply
characteristics"(Fig.6.6)andthe"rootingpatterncharacteristics"(Fig.6.5).

Bio
Conv
Perm

Critical extrac- Dead volume
tion zone
cm
0.32
1.0
0.06
1.9
0.05
1.5

Accessibility

0.68
0.94
0.95

Accessibility
The "water supply characteristics" were used to determine the critical extraction zone
for the critical number of 6 days as defined before. Critical extraction zones were
highest for Conv(1.9cm)andlowestforBio(1.0cm),withPermintermediate at 1.5 cm
(Table 6.4). These critical extraction zones, which are only a function of the soil
hydraulic properties, were used to determine the accessible soil volume by use of the
"rooting pattern characteristics" (Fig 5). Accessibility was only 68% for Bio and95%
and 94%for Permand Convrespectively.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Transpiration
The applied management on Permhad resulted in a loose crumby soil structure, with a
relatively high organic matter content, a high porosity and a low bulk density. The
measured transpiration was highest. On the other hand, Conv had the lowest organic
mattercontent, lowestporosity andhighest bulkdensity,but measured transpiration was
higher than for Bio, which had intermediate values for organic matter content, porosity
and bulk density. Clearly, differences among basic soil characteristics cannot explain
differences inmeasured transpiration. Rootingpatternshavetobeconsidered aswell.
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Accessibility
When explaining differences in transpiration among treatments two factors have to be
distinguished: the number and distribution of roots and the ability of the soil to supply
water totheseroots.Thefirstfactor, the "rooting pattern characteristic", was favourable
for Perm,which had afineand loose soil structure, resulting in a high number of roots
and a homogeneous distribution. The Bio and Conv field had fewer roots and a more
clustered distribution pattern than Perm,although distribution for Bio was slightly more
homogeneous than for Conv.The second factor, the ability of the soil to supply roots
withwater,the"water supply characteristic", wasobviouslybetter for Convthan forBio
and even for Perm.Differences can be explained by comparing hydraulic conductivity
curves (Fig. 6.1). In the wet range conductivity was lowest for Conv, but in the dry
range conductivity was highest, resulting in the highest fluxes when conditions were
relatively dry. Combination of the two factors showed that accessibility was almost
equal for Permand Conv,but significantly lower for Bio.For Perm,favourable rooting
properties resulted in this higher accessibility, while the ability of the soil to supply
rootswith waterwasthedetermining factor forConv.
Simulations
Simulated transpirations assuming complete accessibility were higher than measured
transpirations. Introduction of the independently measured accessibility factor improved
simulation results, especially for Bio (Fig. 6.7). For Convthe first 50 days of the experiment were better simulated when using the accessibility term. At the end of the
experiment, however, measured transpiration was higher than the simulated. The
explanation could be the use of one fixed value for accessibility, based on the critical
transpiration demand of 5mmd"1,whileover alongerperiod all soil water will become
available. An other explanation for the lower simulated transpiration than the measured
could be the characterization of the rooting patterns. A somewhat higher root density
was observed near the edges of the cores, especially for Bio and Conv.These were not
included in the "rooting pattern characteristics" and may account for the higher
measured transpiration. Simulation results for Perm improved by incorporating the
accessibility, although simulated transpiration was still higher than measured. Probably
the lessmassive andmorefinelyaggregated structure required asmaller extraction zone
than was calculated.
Accessibilities obtained in this study can not be applied directly for other situations,
because, aside from soil structure, they are also awell defined function of the boundary
conditions of the assumed flow system. For example, root growth in this study took
place in initially rather wet soils which do not severely hamper root growth into compacted aggregates. Also, transpiration was more constant during the experiment than
would be the case under real field situations. However, the proposed procedure can be
easily applied in other situations by assuming appropriate initial and boundary conditions.Theprocedure allows anindependent expression of theeffects of different rooting
patternsontheaccessibility of soilwater.
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Chapter 7
SOILSURVEY INPUT IN EXPLORATORY
MODELING OFSUSTAINABLE SOIL
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
Abstract Soil survey information combined with exploratory simulation modeling was used to
define indicators for sustainable land management. In one soil series in the
Netherlands (the"geno-form"),three different "pheno-forms" wereformed as resultof
different management practices. Locations were identified using a soil map and
interviews with farmers. Organic matter, bulk densities and porosities were
significantly different for the three "pheno-forms": biodynamic management {Bio);
conventional management (Con\/) and permanent grassland (Perm). By applying a
dynamic simulation model for water movement, crop growth and N dynamics, the
three "pheno-forms" were analyzed in terms of sustainability indicators by defining
four scenarios based on productivity and N-leaching to the groundwater: (i) potential
production, (ii) water-limited production, (iii) current management, and (iv) the
environmental scenario. The latter was divided in EnvA: never exceeding the Nleaching threshold of 11.3 mg I'1, EnvB: exceedance occurring in 1out of 30 years,
and EnvC: same in 3 out of 30 years. Bio obtained the lowest yield under current
management, while yields for Perm were highest. EnvA could not be reached for
Permas a result of high mineralization rates. Obtainable yields for scenarios EnvA,
EnvB and EnvC differed substantially, illustrating the importance of selecting
"acceptable" risks in environmental regulation. The presented methodology
demonstrates theimportant inputof pedology insustainabilitystudies.

INTRODUCTION
Sustainable land management practices are urgently needed all over the world to
preserve the production potential of agricultural land while safeguarding environmental
quality (e.g. FAO, 1993; UNCED, 1992). Following FAO (1993): "Sustainable land
management combines technologies, policies and activities aimed at integrating socioeconomic principles with environmental concerns so as to simultaneously: (i) maintain
and enhance production and services; (ii) reduce the level of production risk; (iii)
protect the potential of natural resources and prevent degradation of soil and water
quality; (iv) be economically viable and socially acceptable". Quantifying these four
indicators is auseful method toevaluate the sustainability of amanagement system ina
comprehensive manner.
Soils, as parts of complex ecosystems, play a crucial role in defining sustainable
management practices. Even though semi-detailed soil surveys are available now in
most developed countries and data have been stored in Geographic Iinformation
Systems, few examples exist where such data are systematically being used in
sustainability analyses. To the contrary, soil survey interpretation and land evaluation
are still focused on defining suitabilities or limitations for given types of land use,
whichprovidevaluableinformation butwitharather different focus.
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5 km
Figure7.1.Soil mapofthestudyareainthesouthwestern part of TheNetherlands (Pleijter etal.,
1994).Areasbelongingtothestudiedmappingunit(Mn25A)arehatched.

Any study of sustainable land management faces a number of major problems: (i)
agriculturalproduction andproduction riskshavetobeevaluated for anextended period
of time into the future; (ii) production is subject to often unspecified environmental
restrictions which are to protect natural resources, and (iii) agro-ecological options are
unacceptable whentheyarenotviablefrom aneconomic orsocialpointofview.
Field experiments, representing all possibilities for management, are not feasible
because therequired extensive experimentation would not only betoocostly but would
taketoomuch time aswell.A special rolecan beplayed hereby exploratory simulation
modeling of crop growth and nutrient fluxes, using validated models (e.g. Teng and
Penning de Vries, 1992). Exploratory modeling can be used to define a range of
management options from which the user can choose, realizing that any selection
represents a compromise because different production and environmental requirements
havetobebalanced. Suchoptions arestrongly influenced by soiland climate conditions
at any given location. In fact, we may assume that each soil series has a characteristic
range of options, which may represent "windows of opportunity" as suggested by
Bouma(1994).In thisview, the genetically defined soil series would be a "geno-form",
whileresults of different types of management would represent various "pheno-forms".
These two terms are closely related to the well-known "genotype" and "phenotype" as
used in thegenetics discipline, where genotypeis defined as"the genetic constitution of
an organism or a group of organisms", and phenotype as "the observable physical or
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biochemical characteristics of an organism, as determined by both genetic makeup and
environmental influences" (TheAmerican Heritage, 1992).
What is the specific input from pedologists in this sustainability research? Considering
the decline in published pedology papers in recent years, the answer to the question
"When the mapping is over, then what?" (Bouma, 1988) seems to be: "nothing".
However, questions about sustainable land management can only be answered by
integrating data and techniques suchas:fieldsurvey, laboratory techniques, Geographic
Information Systems,Remote Sensing and simulation modeling.Thepedologist, whois
bynatureasynthesizing generalist, can,and should,play acrucialroleinthis.
Soil survey information is,sofar, inadequately being used when developing sustainable
management systems. Particular contributions could consist of: (i) providing soil data,
including avariability assessment, whichcandirectly orindirectly beusedin simulation
models (e.g.Finkeetal., 1996),and (ii)providing patterns of occurrence of agiven soil
in landscapes allowing direct observation of the effects of particular types of
management after different periods of time in terms of e.g. soil structure and organic
matter content. A wide variety of "field experiments" is already there, waiting to be
sampled and analyzed. In fact, a systematic inventory can also provide important
information ontheeconomic and socialviability ofvariousmanagement systems.
The objective of this study is to explore use of soil survey information for developing
sustainable management systems on aprime agricultural soil in the Netherlands, by: (i)
distinguishing and characterizing different "pheno-forms", formed by different types of
management, and (ii)analyzing thedegreeof sustainability byexploratory modeling.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Soils
For one soil series in The Netherlands, a loamy mixed mesic Typic Fluvaquent (Soil
Survey Staff, 1975), three different "pheno-forms", resulting from different types of
farm management, were selected. Fig.7.1 shows afragment of the 1:50 000 soilmapof
the Netherlands, indicating the areas with the particular soil being studied (Mn25A
according totheDutch soilmap,Pleijter et al., 1994).Field observations and interviews
with farmers and extension specialists were made to identify the "pheno-forms". The
first management type, abbreviated asBio, has been managed for 70 years according to
biodynamic principles (Reganold, 1995), which implies that no chemical fertilizer or
chemicalcropprotection wasutilized,butthat soilquality wasmaintained bya favourable
croprotation and by use of organic fertilizer. Second type was the conventional (Conv)
with acroprotation ofpotatoes,grassland, sugarbeet andgrainsanduseofagrochemicals.
Soil tillage activities were comparable for Bio and Conv, and consist of ploughing in
autumn toadepth of 25-30cmasthemaintillageactivity.ForBioaswell as for Conv,a
two years old temporary grassland was selected which was part of the crop rotation
used. The third management type was an old meadow (Perm), representing a soil
structure withamoreorlessnatural character.Moredetailed description of management
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types is presented by Droogers et al. (1996). Besides basic soil parameters like
morphology, texture, organic matter, bulk density, and porosity, a comprehensive
dataset of the soil hydraulic characteristics was obtained. As mentioned before, the soil
map functioned as reference for selecting the "pheno-forms". Soil map units have their
impurities. Field selection of a "pure" unit at a given site, was facilitated by using a
flowchart toidentify themapunit (Fig.7.2).

marine deposits

-No

•

Yes
dark humus Ah
horizon

-Yes

No
gleyic properties
within 50cm

-No

1
Yes

_1_

calcareous

-No

Yes
abrupt textural
changes

-Yes

No
clay%
17.5-25

-No

Yes

''

Mn25A

other

Figure 7.2. Flowchart to determine the selected "geno-form" Mn25A, a loamy mixed mesicTypic
Fluvaquent.

In addition to the characterization of basic soil properties and the soil hydraulic
properties,emphasiswasput ontheorganic matter andnitrogen dynamics. Emphasizing
N dynamics and ignoring other nutrients and agro-chemicals has two reasons. First of
all,Nis the limiting crop growth nutrient as other nutrients are sufficiently available in
these fertile soils. Second, N is likely to be the dominant leaching component, because
other biochemicals will be buffered and decomposed in these loamy soils.
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Decomposition ratesof organic matter wasobtained byan incubation experiment during
33 days, with continuous C0 2 registration according to Nordgren (1988). A double
exponentialfit wasperformed onthedecomposition rates (Deansetal., 1986):
C(t)= C0-S(\-e'k") +C0(l-S)(l-e-k")
(7.1)
where Cisthe amount of decomposed organic carbon (g),tis time (d),C0 is potentially
decomposable carbon (g), S and (1-5) represent the labile and recalcitrant C fractions
decomposing atspecific rates£, andk2 (d"),respectively.Decomposition measurements
during the first days of an experiment are mostly unrealistic (Rice and Havlin, 1994).
For this reason, S andfcjwere assumed tobe fitting parameters. The applied simulation
model for organic matter dynamics, to be described hereafter, distinguished two pools:
an active "litter" pool and an less-active "humus"pool. The terms "litter" and "humus"
should be considered in this context. The division between litter and humus pool was
based on C0. Decomposition rate for the litter pool was deduced from k2,taking into
account correction factors for the sample treatments air-drying (S0rensen, 1983) and
sieving (Cabrera et al., 1994). Decomposition rates for the humus pool could not be
deduced from this short-term experiment and were set at 0.00007 d"1 (Vereecken et al.,
1990b). This decomposition of humus was of minor importance as only one growing
season wasanalyzed inthis study.

Bio

Conv

Figure7.3.Picturesofthetopsoilofthetwoarable"pheno-forms"Bioand Coor(seeTable7.2).

Simulation model
Water, organic matter, solute and heat dynamics in soil, and crop growth, were
simulated with an integrated mechanistic model. Several, well tested, modules were
combined into the WAVE package (Vanclooster, 1994). Crop growth was simulated
with SUCROS (Spitters et al., 1989), water dynamics with SWATRE (Feddes et al.,
1978), organic matter and N dynamics according to Johnsson et al. (1987), solute
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transport with the convection-dispersion equation (Warrick et al., 1971) and heat
transport with thegeneral soilheatflowequation (Wagenet and Hutson, 1989).Allsubmoduleswerethoroughly tested and validated (seereferences mentioned before). Model
performance was tested in general by Diels (1994) and by Vanclooster (1995), and for
this specific casebyDroogersandBouma(1996).

Perm

Figure 7.4. Decision tree for determination of the three "pheno-forms", based on bulk density,
organicmatterandporosityofthetopsoil,10-30cm.

Sustainabilityscenarios
Sustainability for the three "pheno-forms" was analyzed by defining four scenarios
which were compared in terms of their productivity and N-leaching. The first scenario
defined potential productivity, which is only determined by weather conditions:
temperature, global radiation and potential transpiration. Results are soil independent
and should be considered as a reference productivity, e.g. the maximum theoretically
obtainable yield. The second scenario was based on the assumption that only water
limits yield and no other limitations occur such as nutrient shortage, occurrence of
diseases, or weed growth. For the third scenario currently applied management was
considered,including fertilizing practices.Thisimpliesfor Bionochemical fertilizer but
a manure application of 30 000 kg ha"1 which corresponds with a plant-available N
amount of 30 kg ha" . For Conv and Perm 130 kg N ha" was applied as commercial
fertilizer. The third scenario allows acomparison of measured and simulated yields and
nutrient fluxes. The fourth and last environmental scenario was focused on reduced N-
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leaching to the groundwater. N concentrations in drinking water may not exceed 11.3
mg T1 (50 mg l"1 nitrate) in the Netherlands. Concentrations are usually estimated by
dividing total N-leaching during a year by the precipitation surplus in that same year.
Simulations were focused on defining critical N fertilization rates that did not exceed
thiscritical leachingrate.
All scenarios were calculated for one growing season with spring wheat as the crop for
the three "pheno-forms". Weather has a significant influence on the processes of crop
growth, organic matter dynamics and N-leaching. In order to take into account climatic
effects, all scenarios were simulated with daily weather data of the last 30 years in the
Netherlands.
Table 7.1. Basic properties of the topsoil, 10-30 cm, for the three distinguished "pheno-forms" and
their corresponding management types.
Field

Bio
Conv
Perm

Management

biodynamic, temporary grassland
conventional, temporary grassland
conventional, permanent grassland

Bulk density
avg.
std.
— Mg m' —
1.47 b 0.065
1.68 c 0.061
1.38 a 0.109

Organic matter
avg.
std.

3

%
3.3 b
1.7 a
5.0 c

Porosity
avg.
std.

0.59
0.05
0.57

Differences are significant at P = 0.05 iffollowed by different letters.

Table 7.2. Soil structure description of representative profiles ofthe three "pheno-forms"
Depth Shape
cm
0-25 prismatic,
subangular blocky
25-45 prismatic,
blocky
45-50 subangular blocky

Size of peds

Grade

coarse
coarse
coarse
coarse
coarse

moderate
moderate
strong
strong
moderate

Conv

0-7
subangular blocky
7-13 blocky
13-50 prismatic,
blocky

fine
fine
coarse
coarse

strong
strong
strong
strong

Perm

0-15 crumb
15-30 crumb/granular
30-50 subangular blocky

very fine
fine
medium

weak
weak
moderate

Field
Bio

-3

—m m —
0.42 b 0.015
0.36 a 0.021
0.46 c 0.023
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
So/7characteristics
Brief descriptions of basic soil characteristics arepresented in Table 7.1 and 7.2 and in
Fig. 7.3. More detailed descriptions are presented by Droogers et al. (1996).
Additionally to the "geno-form" flowchart (Fig. 7.2), a "pheno-form" decision tree was
constructed (Fig. 7.4). Distinction between "pheno-forms" was based on the 99%
confidence intervalsfor meansofbulkdensity,organicmatter andporosity.
Results from the decomposition experiment, combined with some literature data, as
used in the nitrogen module of the simulation model, are presented in Table 7.3. The
double exponential equation (eq. 7.1) provided an optimal fit of the observed C
decomposition with R values higher than 0.999. Decomposition rates were almost
equalfor Bio and Conv,and slightly higher for Perm.The amount of litter expressed as
fraction of the total amount of organic matter was comparable for Bio and Conv,and
lowest for Perm.However, absolute amounts of litter were highest for Bio followed by
Permand Conv.The amount of humus is less important as decomposition rates arelow
and simulations wereonlyapplied for aperiodof oneyear.
Table 7.3. Decomposition rates (A) of organic matter, relative (/) and absolute sizes (C) of organic
matter pools. Ahumwas deduced from Vereecken et al. (1990). Other values were obtained from the
incubation experiment. ON ratiosaccount for the total organic matter pool.
Field
Bio
Conv
Perm

fciii

0.00095
0.00092
0.00123

i-

1

a"

0.00007
0.00007
0.00007

Cm

ch„m
Mg ha'
4500
59700
2700
38300
3200
85700

f«,
0.070
0.066
0.036

ON

9.2
8.9
9.1

Table 7.4. Yields obtained for the different scenarios. All data represent the average obtained from
simulations with 30 years of weather data.
Field

Potential

Water-limited

Current

EnvA

EnvB

EnvC

4240 b
1975a

5264 b
4163a
4481 a

7019 b
6300 a
6755 ab

i,„ t,„-i

Bio
Conv
Perm

7766 a
7766 a
7766 a

7404a
7344a
7375a

2887 a
6822 b
7250 b

Differences are significant at P = 0.05 iffollowed by different letters.
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Figure 7.6. Average yields and average N-leaching for different N applications. Numbers in the
yieldgraph,indicatesthenumberofyearsfor a30yearsperiodwhenN-leachingexceeds11.3mg1".

Sustainabilityscenarios
Potential productivities of the three "pheno-forms" were equal (Table 7.4), as only the
weather conditions determine this yield. Differences in simulated yields for the 30 years
of weather conditions were quite small (Fig. 7.5). The average water limited yield,
scenario two, was about 5% lower than the average potential yield. This low reduction
was caused by the relative insensitivity of wheat for drought.
For the third scenario (currently applied management), average yield for Bio was only
37% of potential yield, while yields for Conv and Perm were 88% and 93%of potential
yield. These values correspond with values observed in the field. Despite the relative
high amount of organic matter and the organic fertilizer for Bio, the N demand of the
plant could not be satisfied. Nitrate leaching for current management was different for
the three "pheno-forms". Bio never exceeded the 11.3mg l"1N-leaching. Conv exceeded
this limit in 16% of the years, while the corresponding value for Perm was 66% .
The environmental scenario was analyzed by simulating different amounts of fertilizer
application and the associated yields and N-leaching. Simulations were again performed
with 30 years of daily climatic data. Besides average N-leaching over 30 years, the
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probability of exceeding the critical N-leaching rate of 11.3 mg 1" in a year was
analyzed.Thepureeffect ofN-mineralizationonyield canbeseenwhenconsidering the
zerofertilization level (Fig.7.6). Yields for the "pheno-forms" with high organic matter
contents, Bio and Perm,were higher than yields for Conv.It is also clear that fertilizer
applications higher than 90kgNha" donotresult inayield increase forPerm.AlowN
application can reduce N-leaching as compared with zero application. A small amount
of N enhances plant growth, resulting in higher N-uptake and, consequently, less Nleaching.
The environmental scenario, focused on N-leaching never exceeding 11.3 mg 1" ,
cannot be realized for Perm. Even with a low N application of 20 kg ha" the critical
amount of nitrate leaching was exceeded in one out of 30 years. Mineralization was
high,butnotinaperiod when Ncouldbeusedbythecrop.Productivity drops therefore
substantially and N-leaching was still high. Two additional environmental scenario's
were introduced next. EnvB: N-leaching exceeding 11.3mg 1" may occur in one outof
30 years, and EnvC: N-leaching may exceed this critical amount in three out of 30
years.These less restrictive environmental scenarios have considerable effects on yield
expectations (Fig.7.5).They provide quantitative data on variation of nitrogen leaching
as a function of time for policy makers to determine critical N-application rates. They
willhavetochooseacceptablerisksintermsofprobabilities of exceedance.

CONCLUSIONS
Sustainability can be analyzed by applying the presented data to the four indicators as
defined by FAO (1993).Production levels (i),expressed here as spring wheat yield,can
be found in Table 7.4 and Fig. 7.5. Production risks (ii) are presented as probability
curves (Fig. 7.5). Environmental aspects (iii), here represented by the N-leaching, are
alsoshowninFig5.Theeconomic and socialindicators (iv)arenotexplicitly discussed
in this paper. However, the different scenarios allow a pro-active input into any
economic and social analysis by defining the range of possibilities, the "window of
opportunity". The presented data also give the opportunity to analyze the effects when
indicators for yield and leaching have to be balanced. For example, for different
production levels,theeffect of fertilization onN-leaching canbepredicted (Fig.7.6).
Implications for using existing soil surveys, which are available in many countries,can
be deduced from this study. Every map unit is representative for a given soil series (or
associations of soilseries),whichwehaveconsidered inthispaper torepresent a"genoform". Clearly, different types of management result in different types of soil behavior,
which are characteristically different for each soil series. Additional field research
within delineated areas of the soil map can result in defining a series of well defined
"pheno-forms", each resulting from different management, which can be defined by
interviewing farmers and extension workers. Measurement of basic hydraulic and
chemical soil characteristics and use of simulation models for each "pheno-form"
provides data for the particular soil series that dynamically expresses the degree of
sustainability of the production system. This can be done because related expressions
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are obtained for yield, probabilities that certain yields are exceeded (risk) and the
associated leaching rates. The latter are expressed in different degrees of rigidity to
allow a selection by policy makers, of levels that are considered to be acceptable. This
way,available soil survey information, in terms of soil mapand soildata for soilseries,
canbeusedinaninnovative manner.
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Chapter8
SOILQUALITY OFADUTCHSOILSERIESAS
INFLUENCED BYLONG-TERM FARM
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
Abstract The sustainability analysis of land use is an important topic for soil in the next
decade. A combined procedure using (i) soil survey information, (ii) management
information, and (iii) organic matter content as asoil quality indicator, was used for a
sustainability analysis. Organic matter contents and management information were
obtained from fifteen fields in loamy, mixed, mesic, Fluvaquents inthe Netherlands.
Management, present and past, was defined in terms of five factors: tillage, crop
rotation, chemical fertiliser, organic fertiliser and biocides. Results from interviewing
farmers show that only four different management systems occurred: conventional
arable, conventional grass, ecological arable and ecological grass. Organic matter
contents were in the range from 1.7% to 5.0%. Crop rotation, i.e. arable or grass,
affected organic matter contents, while conventional vs. ecological had no effect. A
regression equation was developed to be used in a pro-active exploratory way to
recommend management practices which may lead to a desired organic matter
content. The presented methodology demonstrates the combined use of soil survey,
management information,andsoilqualityindicators,inasustainabilityanalysis.

INTRODUCTION
Defining sustainable forms of land useinordertomaintain agricultural production inan
environmental friendly manner, is the challange for the next decades (UNCED, 1992).
We follow here the definition given by FAO (1993): "Sustainable land management
combines technologies, policies and activities aimed at integrating socio-economic
principles with environmental concerns so as to simultaneously: (i) maintain and
enhanceproduction and services;(ii)reducethe levelof production risk; (iii)protectthe
potential of natural resources and prevent degradation of soil and water quality; (iv) be
economically viable and socially acceptable". Soils play a paramount role in the
discussion concerning sustainability. Soilisoneof themostimportant naturalresources.
People depend on the quality of their soil to grow their food and to serve as a living
filter that purifies the wastes they produce. Therefore, soil scientists can, and should
play a leading role in the discussion about sustainable management practices (Bouma,
1988).Totakeupthistaskacritical analysisof soil andadiscussion aboutthe direction
in which soil should evolve, is needed. Restricting attention to soil survey and land
evaluation, two important developments have occurred during the past decades. First,
emphasishasbeen shifted from adescriptive methodology (i.e.producing soilmapsand
classification systems), towards a focus on the relevance of soils for society, i.e. the
functioning of soils.Land evaluation, land quality, soilquality, land- and soil-indicators
are keywords in the discussion on functioning of soils (among others, Karlen et al.,
1997;Rossiter, 1996;Pieri et al., 1995).The second development is the conviction that
a given soil series cannot be considered to have static properties, but that its
management can have a considerable influence on these properties and therefore on
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sustainability of land utilisation types (Bouma, 1994). In this view, the genetically
defined soil series can be denoted as a "geno-form", while "pheno-forms" indicate
differences in soils within a particular geno-form as a result of different types of
management (DroogersandBouma, 1997).
These twodevelopments in soil survey contribute towards the discussion on sustainable
land management practices. Evaluation of the effects of existing management typesand
application of agro-ecological simulation models, provides the opportunity to define
sustainable systems that balance requirements for agricultural production and
environmental impact (e.g.Droogers and Bouma, 1997).This kind of analysis provides
useful information about the sustainability of the described systems, but does not
indicate how to reach the most desirable system and how long it will take. Setting up
field experiments withabroadrangeof management typesisnotfeasible, asitmay take
decades before a soil is in equilibrium with the applied management (Phillips and
Phillips, 1984). Moreover, costs of such experimentation will be prohibitively high.
However, such "experiments", admittedly under rather loosely defined conditions, are
already being performed by farmers in their use of the land. Analysis of the effects ofa
broad range of farm management practices can supply this kind of information. A soil
map can be used to identify areas where a particular soil series occurs, providing a
relevant means of stratification. Different soil series are likely to show different
behaviouralpatterns.
Soilquality is defined as (Karlen et al., 1997):"the capacity of aspecific kind of soil to
function, within natural or managed ecosystem boundaries, to sustain plant and animal
productivity, maintain or enhance water and air quality, and support human health and
habitation". Soil quality indicators can be used to characterise the accumulated effects
of a series of land use systems that have been applied over a period of decades. These
soil quality indicators describe the most significant information in summary form and
areused as ameans of communication. They can be "static"using soil parameters such
as pH, bulk density, porosity, or "dynamic" using simulation models (Droogers and
Bouma, 1996).Inthis study the "static"soilquality indicator organic mattercontent has
been used. Organic matter can be considered as a relatively stable, integrating soil
parameter, reflecting management practices over periods of decades. Organic matter
contributes to a good soil structure and nutrient balance, when soils are properly
managed.
In contrast to field studies, as suggested here, simulation models, such as CENTURY,
can also be used to predict organic matter contents (e.g. Parton et al., 1992). These
models provide reliable information for large-scale and long-term consequences of
climateand management changes (Parton etal., 1988),but areunsuitable for short-term,
i.e. years, and detailed management practices. Moreover, data-need for these models is
enormous. Hassink and Whitmore (1997) presented a semi-empirical model to predict
organic matter contents with atime scale from 1to 20 year. However, input parameters
are not defined and can only be quantified by "systematically varying parameters to
produce good fits of the measured data" (Hassink and Whitmore, 1997). This is not
attractive.
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In this study weexplore thepotential of combining (i) soil survey information, (ii) farm
management information, and (iii)the organic matter content as a soilquality indicator,
to define sustainability. For one soil series (a loamy, mixed, mesic, Typic Fluvaquent)
fieldswith different management practices were selected, using an existing 1:50000 soil
map. Management practices and organic matter contents were determined. Statistical
procedures were used to evaluate the effect of management on organic matter content,
and, most importantly, indicate which management practices should be performed in
ordertoreachaparticular organicmatter content.
In summary, the objectives of this exploratory study for aprime agricultural soil in the
Netherlands were to: (i) relate different management practices to the soil quality
indicator "organic matter content", (ii) develop recommendations for management
practices to reach a required organic matter content and (iii) deduce procedures to
analysethe sustainability ofdifferent management systems.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Fields with different management practices were selected in the south-western part of
theNetherlands.Allfields were situated onthe same soil series,aloamy, mixed,mesic,
Typic Fluvaquent (Soil Survey Staff, 1975) orMn25A according to the Dutch soil map
1:50 000 (Pleijter et al., 1994). This soil series covers about 100 000 ha in the
Netherlands and is considered to be prime agricultural land. As soil maps have their
impurities,each selectedfieldwasverified tobeoccupied by "pure"soilseries.
Methodology toclassify andevaluate farm management systems is stillin development.
Thefirstattempttodevelopaclassification systemfor land evaluation, initiated byFAO
(1976), hasinspired many scientiststouseand extend the system.Thishasresulted ina
huge amount of definitions and abbreviations, e.g. Land Unit (LU), Land Use Type
(LUT),LandUseSystem (LUS),Land UseSystem withadefined Technology (LUST),
Land Mapping Unit (LMU), Land Characteristic (LC), Land Use Requirement (LUR),
Land Quality (LQ), Evaluation Unit (EU), Land Evaluation Unit (LEU), Land
Evaluation and Farming Systems Analysis (LEFSA) (e.g. Rossiter, 1996; Jansen and
Schipper, 1995;FAO, 1976).
Table8.1.Distinguishedmanagementtypesbasedonthefivefactors."Yes"referred tomostly,and
"no"toalmostnever.
Management
conventional arable
conventional grass
ecological arable
ecological grass

Tillage

Crop

yes
no
yes
no

arable
grass
arable
grass

Chemical
fertiliser
yes
yes
no
no

Organic
fertiliser
no
no
yes
yes

Biocides
yes
yes
no
no
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part)forthe15selectedfields,coveringtheperiod1934-1996.
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In this study we used a very simple, semi-quantitative description of management
practices which can be obtained relatively easily by interviewing farmers. Five factors
were selected, all related to activities that affect soil properties, especially soil organic
mattercontent: (i)tillage,(ii)croprotation, (iii)chemicalfertiliser, (iv)organic fertiliser
and (v) biocides (Table 8.1). As these five factors should be easily obtainable from
information provided by farmers, the only quantification is provided by a "yes"or"no"
answer, where "yes" indicates "mostly", and "no" indicates "almost never". For the
factor "croprotation" onlythedistinction hasbeen madebetween arablecrop andgrass.
More precise descriptions are likely to result in a huge amount of detailed data, which
arenot operational whenrelations with soilquality indicators shouldbeestablished.We
have therefore clearly focused on developing a very simple procedure. Besides
quantifying the current management practices, also past management should be
considered. It is assumed that recent management practices have more affect on soil
properties than earlier practices. Therefore, each management factor was presented in
periods of years,taking aquadratic function todetermine the length of theperiods: 1,2,
4, 8, 16and 32 years.In this way, management practices were defined in terms of five
factors for six periods covering the last 63 years. For this period reasonably reliable
information wasavailable.
A total of 15 fields with different management types have been selected. More fields
will be selected in follow-up studies for this and other soil series, but this exploratory
study is intended to illustrate the procedure, rather than to provide afinalresult for the
considered soil series. On each field, four plots were randomly selected and at two
depths, 12and20cm,samples of 100cm3weretaken,dried at 105°C,roots werepicked
out, and calcium carbonate removed by adding an excess of hydrochloric acid. Total
carbonwasthendetermined usinganelement analyser technique.Conversion from total
carbon to organic matter content was made, assuming a factor 2 for the ratio organic
mattertototalcarbon (Nelson andSommers, 1982).

RESULTS
Management
The five factors to describe management can hypothetically be combined into 32
different combinations (2 ). After analysing all the information provided by farmers it
appeared that many combinations did not exist, and the amount of management types
could be reduced to only four (Table 8.1). As mentioned before, not only the current
management type should be considered, but also historic management should be taken
into account. Results of this analysis (Fig. 8.1, lower part) showed that conventional
arable wasthedominant management typefor the 15fields. Fourfields,RS,HP,Bl and
B2, were managed ecologically, from which two, Bl and B2, since 1924.During some
periods, management was a combination of different management types, especially
grass vs.arable. In this case the dominant land use type was used for the whole period.
Furthermore,management practices from theperiod 1934-1965werenot always exactly
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known and, especially at thebeginning of this period, should probably be considered as
amixturebetweenconventional andecologicalaccordingtoourclassification system.
Organicmatter
Statistical analyses show that samples taken at 12 and 20 cm depth were not
significantly different. ANOVAprocedure resulted in a significance level of probability
in F values of 0.17 and regression analysis resulted in R2 of 0.16. Therefore, organic
mattercontentsfrom thesetwodepthshavebeencombined.
Organic matter contents for the 15fields ranged from 1.7% to 5.0% (Table 8.2 and Fig.
8.1 upper part).Amultiple range test, applied on all the individual samples, using90%
Least SquareDifferences, yielded four homogeneous groups.Rl andR2belonged tothe
group with the lowest organic matter contents of less than 2%, B2 and V2 were the
highest group except one, while VI belonged to the highest group with 5% organic
matter. Most fields were classified in the transition group AB, with organic matter
contents in the range of 2.1% to 2.3%.Standard deviation for V2 was very high with
ranges in organic matter content among individual plots from 2.3%to 7.4%. No clear
explanation could be found for this variation, except the lasting effects of arable use
before 1982.
Table 8.2. Organic matter contents for the 15 fields, as combina into four homogeneous groups
according tomultiple rangetest (90% Least Square Differences).
Group
Field
Organic matter (%)
Standard deviation

AB
B
Rl R2 ZU Bl LR DW DH DK RS DB ML HP
1.7 1.9 ] 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.6 2.6
0.13 0.19 0.12 0.19 0.14 0.12 0.31 0.19

D
B2 V2 VI
3.3 3.7 5.0
0.59 2.07 0.57

Organicmattervs. management
Management practices andtheirassociated organic mattercontent areshown inFig.8.1.
Management practices for all the fields during the two first periods, 1934-1965 and
1966-1981, were similar for each field and were therefore considered as being one
period in further analysis. Periods were indicated as Yl (1996), Y2 (1994-1995), Y4
(1990-1993), Y8 (1982-1989) and Y16 (1934-1981). Not all combinations of
management vs. periods occurred. For example, ecological management followed by
conventional management was not observed. Also, grass preceded by arable occurs
frequently, but arable preceded by grass did not occur. This can be explained by
economic developments and is also, partly, the result of the classification of
management typesinperiodscovering moreyears.Grass,aspart of acroprotation, was
mainly grown for only one or two succeeding years, while classification was based on
thedominant management typeduring thewholeperiod.
First we will consider whether differences between conventional and ecological
management are significant. A nested ANOVA procedure (Splus, 1995) showed that
Y2, Y4 and Y16 could not be analysed as no changes in conventional and ecological
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have been occurred between these periods.Furthermore, ANOVA resulted in very high
probabilities in F values for Yl and Y8 (0.95 and 0.75 respectively) indicating that
organic matter content was not related toconventional or ecological management. This
contradicts results presented by Droogers and Bouma (1996), who reported that
ecological management had resulted in higher organic matter contents (Bl and B2) in
comparison with a conventional system (Rl and R2). However, they studied
management systems which had existed for decades, guarantying that soil properties
were in an equilibrium state with applied management. In this study also systems in
transition havebeenincluded, e.g.RSandHP.
The nested ANOVA procedure has alsobeen applied to analyse the effect of crops, i.e.
arable or grass, on the organic matter content. Probabilities in F values for all periods
were highly significant with values lower than 0.01, except period Y4 which had a
probability in F value of 0.30. As the type of crop has such a significant influence on
organic matter, a multiple regression equation was developed, excluding period Y4,
yielding (r2=0.82):
O.M.=2.2+0.0-yi+0.6-y2+0.9-F8+1.3-yi6
(8.1)
whereO.M. is organic matter content (%), andYl through Y16equals 1 for grass and0
for arable landuse for the considered period. This regression analysis shows clearly that
grass increases the amount of organic matter in this particular soil series. However the
0.0 coefficient for period Yl, indicated that only one year of grass did not influence the
organic matter content. The constant term of 2.2% can be considered as the average
minimum organicmattercontentfor thissoilseries.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
This exploratory study showed that management, as defined here in broad terms, has a
distinct effect on soil quality, taking organic matter content as an indicator. Crop
rotation in this study affected organic matter significantly, while conventional vs.
ecologicalhad noeffect onthe organic matter content.Regression (Eq. 8.1) canbeused
in a pro-active way to recommend management practices in order to reach a desired
organicmattercontent.
Previous studies showed that potential productivity of an ecological system, with higher
organic matter contents, was higher than a conventional system, but the risk of
compaction was higher as well (Droogers et al., 1996). High organic matter contents
could also lead to high mineralization, inducing considerable risks of nitrate leaching
(Droogers and Bouma, 1997). Therefore, besides the organic matter content as a soil
quality indicator, additional, more focused indicators could be used. For example,
Bouma and Droogers (1997)proposed theuseof a soilquality indicator for production,
consideringriskofnitrateleaching andyield probability.
Implications for future research on sustainability in soil survey and land evaluation can
be derived from this study. The following procedure is proposed: (i) Select the soil
series of interest, (ii) Select soil quality indicators, relevant for sustainability. Thesecan
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be "static" indicators, as applied in this study, or "dynamic" indicators, (iii) Select
fields, where the given soil series occurs, with a broad range of management practices,
(iv) Determine values for the soil quality indicators for the fields considered, (v)
Interview farmers and classify current and past management practices in a simple way.
(vi) Apply statistical procedures, ANOVAs and regression analysis, to relate
managementpracticestotheselected soilquality indicators.
This procedure will result in a sustainability analysis following the four points of FAO
(1993). Production levels (point i) can be defined by information provided by farmers
and by simulation modelling for the various pheno-forms (e.g. Droogers and Bouma,
1997) including the level of risk (point ii). Simulations can also be used to define
critical leaching levels of agrochemicals that do not lead to degradation of land and
water(point iii).AsDroogers andBouma (1997) have shown, critical leaching ratesare
different for the different pheno-forms. Producing a variety of agro-ecological landuse
options provides the necessary information's to be used by farmers, planners and
politicians to arrive at production systems that are socially and economically attractive
(pointiv).
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
There is an increasing awareness that defining and quantifying sustainable forms of
landuse is essential. Developing countries need to produce food for the continuously
growing population, while developed countries experience environmental problems by
high-input agricultural production systems. Quantifying differences in soil structures,
resulting from different farm management practices, was used to analyse sustainability
elements of the considered management systems. General conclusions from the entire
study aredescribed here,while detailed conclusions,deduced from thedifferent partsof
this study,canbefound inthechapters concerned.
Methodology
The methodology applied in this study is based on three main points: (i) study of
existing fields managed by "normal" farmers instead of focusing on experimental plots;
(ii)derivation of soilquality indicators by using simulation models; (iii)examination of
themostrelevantprocessesattheappropriatetimeandspacescales.
The use of existing fields instead of experimental plots had the advantage that systems
in operation for decades could be compared and that the different soil structures were
the results of real farm management practices. Effects of different type of management
was studied in soils belonging to one soil series. Differences observed were, therefore,
notduetogenesisornatural soilforming features.
Quantifying differences in soil structure by simulation models resulted in "dynamic"
assessments, instead of only "static". In principle, dynamic assessments could also be
obtained from long-term field measurements. However, such experiments will be very
expensive and the number of scenarios to be studied can only be limited. Most
important isthat suchfield experiments depend onunpredictable weatherconditionsand
shouldbeperformed for atleast seven years totake this variation into account (Chapter
3).
Concentration on the most relevant processes and application of the appropriate time
and space scales is essential. For example, bypass flow was less important for the
considered soils, as continuous macro-pores were limited only to the topsoil (Chapter
5). An example of applying the appropriate spatial scale, was the result that averaging
hydraulic characteristics for a given management type did not affect the transpiration
ratio (Chapter 3). Appropriate time scale was tested, for example, by comparing
temporalaggregation levelsfor nitrogen leaching (Chapter4).
Management
Differences inmanagementhaveresulted indifferent soilstructure types,which,inturn,
affect aspects of sustainability of the systems. Management type Perm, the permanent
grassland, representing a soil structure with a more or less natural character, has the
highest moisture supply capacity. Bio,thebiodynamictype where no agrochemicalsare
used, is second best in this context. The conventional management system, Conv,has
the lowest moisture supply capacity (Chapter 1, 2, 3). Considering only a drying out
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situation under green-house conditions (Chapter 6), Perm has the highest accessibility
of soil water, followed by Convand Bio. Soils should not only deliver water for plant
growth, but they should also be tilled and trafficked. The sequence from highest to
lowest workability and trafficability is Conv, Perm and Bio (Chapter 2). Moreover,
leaching of agro-chemicals towards the groundwater should be as low as possible.
Taking nitrate as a tracer for this leaching, resulted in a high risk for Conv and
significant lower risks for Bio as well as Perm (Chapter 4). However, leaching of
nitrates is also influenced by the organic matter dynamics. Including these organic
matterprocessesBiohasthelowestrisk,followed by Conv.Permhasthe highestriskin
thiscontext, asaresultofthehighorganicmattercontent (Chapter7).
Table 1presents a generalised overview of the characteristics described above, for the
three soil structures in terms of most and least favourable properties. There seems tobe
no overall "best" soil structure considering these five characteristics. Perm is "best" in
terms of supplying water to support crop growth. Conv is "best" considering the
opportunity for mechanisation. A low nitrogen leaching occurs for Bio, while leaching
ofagrochemicalsingeneralis"best"forPerm.
Table 1. Generalized overview of five characteristics expressing sustainability for the three soil
structuretypes.
water dynamics toprovide plant growth
soilwater accessibility
workability and trafficability
leaching of agrochemicals
nitrogen leaching

Chapter
1,2,3
6
2
4
7

Perm
+
+

Bio

Conv

0

-

-

+

0

0

-

+

+

o

-

0

+ indicates most favourable properties, o is in between and - indicates least favourable
properties

Implications for selecting the most appropriate management type can be deduced from
these results in two ways. First, a selection can be made based on the most important
objective. For example, a soil structure type as found under Perm should be aimed for
whenproduction istheprimeobjective. Ontheotherhand, when nitratepollution ofthe
groundwaterisaseriousproblem, oneshould selectaBiomanagement type.
Instead of this rigid selection, a more balanced decision process is advocated,
considering theprocesses that lead tothe described characteristics. Perm seems tohave
the highest potential to be considered as the best soil structure (Table 1). Workability
and trafficability for Conv was best because the soil was relatively compact, which is
unfavourable for plant growth. A solution for Perm could be the use of modified
machinery, such as low pressure tires and minimum or zero tillage. The high nitrogen
leaching for Permwasmainly caused by high mineralization asaresult of the relatively
highamountof organic matter inthesoil.Reducing the amount of organic matter while,
simultaneously, maintaining the same soil structure in terms of water supply capacity,
could resolve thisproblem. Bio satisfies this requirement for organic matter content but
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due to poor tillage practices soil structure was unfavourable with a relatively low
accessibility.Bettertillageconditions couldimposetoform the "ideal"soil structure.
Implicationsforfuturesoilsurvey
This study emphasises that soils belonging to one soil series cannot be considered tobe
similar, butthatmanagement appliedhasasignificant influence on soil structure andthe
organic matter content and, consequently, on aspects of sustainability. Now that most
soil surveys are completed, soil survey specialists could concentrate on characterising
this range of soil structures for a given soil series, followed by quantifying the
behaviour of these different soil structures by using simulation models (Chapter 7). In
turn,recommendations canthusbederived astowhich management practices should be
performed inordertoreach adesired soilstructure (Chapter8).
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SUMMARY
Methodology for defining sustainable land management practices isincreasingly needed
to overcome environmental problems and to maintain production potentials. From the
large amount of definitions for sustainable management the following was used here:
"Sustainable land management combines technologies, policies and activities aimed at
integrating socio-economic principles with environmental concerns so as to
simultaneously: (i)maintain or enhanceproduction and services; (ii)reduce the levelof
production risk;(iii)protectthepotentialof naturalresources andprevent degradationof
soil and water quality; (iv) be economically viable and (v) socially acceptable".
Indicators to quantify sustainability are used to analyse the effects of different
management types on the soil structure within one soil series in the Netherlands, a
loamy, mixed, mesic, Typic Fluvaquent. It is logical to concentrate on soil structure
when evaluating and comparing the effects of different management practices as they
reflect management practices at an integrated level. Comparison was focused on three
soil structure types,formed bydifferent managementpractices,(i)Abiodynamicsystem
(Bio)wherenochemical cropprotection or commercial fertiliser hasbeen applied since
1924.Animal manure and acroprotation system with clover areintended to supply the
required nutrients, (ii) A conventional system (Conv) representing a management
system that is most common in the region, (iii) A system which has been permanently
meadow since 1947(Perm).
The biodynamic and conventional system were compared by converting "static" soil
parameters, like organic matter content, bulk density, hydraulic characteristics, into a
"dynamic" assessment by using a simulation model to calculate water-limited
productivity. A thorough soil characterisation was made, including morphological and
physical characterisation as well as monitoring of soil water contents and groundwater
levels. Results of the comparison between simulated and measured moisture contents
were such that the model was considered to be adequately validated. The simulated
water-limited productivity for potatoes was significantly higher for the biodynamic
system,indicating afavourable effect ofthehigherorganicmattercontent.(Chapter 1)
Modern mechanised agricultural practices require soils to be able to be subjected to
tillage and traffic, without adverse effects on soil structure. Threshold values for
workability and trafficability were obtained for the three management types.
Workability by the Atterberg test, trafficability by penetrometer measurements and an
additionalfield-trafficexperiment.Threshold valuesfor Convweremost favourable, i.e.
during relatively wet conditions Conv could still be tilled and trafficked. Periods of
workability and trafficability were obtained by combining measured threshold values
with simulated moisture contents. Convhad the longest workable and trafficable period
inayearfollowed byPermandBio,respectively. (Chapter 2)
Applying appropriate spatial and temporal scales is essential in quantifying
sustainability. The appropriate spatial scale was analysed by comparing the effect of
averaging hydraulic characteristics of each management type. The required temporal
scale,i.e. how many years should an experiment be continued soastominimise effects
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of weather variation, was studied by using 30years of historical weather data.The ratio
between simulated actual and potential transpiration was analysed for these 30 years.
Results show that averaging hydraulic characteristics within each management type
does not yield significant differences in comparison with using individual point data
followed by averaging. The simulated transpiration ratios of the 30 years of weather
data indicate that the length of an experiment should be at least seven years to
significantly reducetheeffect of thevariable weather conditions.(Chapter3)
Another temporal scale problem is related to the leaching of pollutants towards the
groundwater, i.e. the definition of the time-aggregation level over which critical
threshold values should be considered. Simulated nitrogen leaching was compared for
the three management types at different time-aggregation levels, ranging from one day
till 30 years. Leaching of nitrogen was highest for Conv followed by Bio and Perm,
respectively. A clear double-log relationship exists between aggregation level of
nitrogen leaching and the number of time elements during which the threshold value
wasexceeded.Theappropriate aggregation levelwillhavetobebased onthetraveltime
from thegroundwaterbelow theconsidered areatothedrinking well.(Chapter4)
Macro-porosity of the three management types, was quantified by staining technique
combined with digital processing. This study was made to investigate occurrence of
bypassflow which invalidates simulations assuming soilstobeisotropic.Eachof the55
measured stainingpatterns wasquantified by 17different parameters defined intermsof
size, shape and distribution. Continuous macro-pores were mainly restricted to the
topsoil for the three management types. Factor analysis shows that the most important
factor, the "total pore quantity", was similar for the three fields but had a clear depth
effect. Factor two and three, the "individual pore quantity" and the "shape", were
influenced bytheappliedmanagement. (Chapter 5)
Akey aspectindefining sustainable land management isthecapacity of asoilto supply
roots with water and nutrients. The concept water "availability" implicitly assumes all
soilwatertobe "accessible"whichmaynotbethecaseincoarse structured soils suchas
occur in Bio and Conv.A transpiration experiment with barley, using 15 undisturbed
6 dm soil cores, showed that Perm had the highest supply capacity followed by Conv
and Bio, respectively. The "rooting pattern characteristic" combined with the "water
supply characteristic" was used to quantify the accessibility of soil water. Accessibility
washighest for Perm and Conv, andlowestforBio. (Chapter6)
Thegenetically defined soil series,a"geno-form", can have various "pheno-forms" asa
result of different management practices. Each "geno-form" will therefore have a
characteristic range of soil structures, which was quantified by a dynamic simulation
model. Four scenarios were quantified for the three "pheno-forms" based on
productivity and nitrogen leaching towards the groundwater. Results illustrate that
environmental regulation can be based on "acceptable" risks and that soil series (genoforms), cannot be evaluated with a representative soil profile in specific field-level
studies.(Chapter7)
An extensive field survey, within one soil series, was performed to relate farm
management practices, present and past, with organic matter contents. From the 15
analysed management practices aregression equation wasdeveloped which can,in turn,

Summary

be used to recommend management practices which are likely to lead to a desired
organic matter content. This exploratory study shows the combined use of soil survey
and management information in defining asoilquality indicator represented hereby the
organic mattercontent. (Chapter 8)
Soil survey could focus in future on defining sustainable forms of landuse, considering
that soils within one soil series are not similar. Farm management information
combined with quantifying the associated soil structure typesby simulation models,can
form the basis for defining sustainable management systems for the soil series being
studied. Asmany soil surveys arecompleted all overthe world, theproposed procedure
appearstobeaworthwhile continuation oftherichtradition of soil surveyresearch.
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SAMENVATTING
Het oplossen van milieuproblemen en handhaven van produktieniveaus leidt toteen
toenemende behoefte aan methoden om duurzame vormen van landgebruik te
definiëren. Uitdegrote hoeveelheid bestaande definities voor duurzaam landgebruik is
de volgende hier aangehouden: "Duurzaam landgebruik combineert technieken, beleid
en activiteiten gericht op het integreren van sociologische en economische principes,
rekening houdendmethetmilieu, omgelijktijdig: (i)produktieengebruik tehandhaven
of teverbeteren, (ii)risico's inproduktieteverminderen, (iii)natuurlijke rijkdommen te
beschermen endegradatie vanbodem-enwaterkwaliteit tevoorkomen, (iv)economisch
levensvatbaar, en(v)sociaal acceptabel tezijn". Omdeduurzaamheid te kwantificeren
zijn indicatoren gebruikt die het effect van verschillende soorten management opde
bodemstructuur, binnen éénbodemtype in Nederland (Mn25A, kalkrijke, zware zavel,
poldervaaggrond), te bepalen. Aangezien debodemstructuur een totaalbeeld geeft van
de effecten van het toegepaste management, is het logisch deze te gebruiken om
verschillende soorten management te evalueren en te vergelijken. Deze vergelijkingen
waren hoofdzakelijk gebaseerd opdrie bodemstructuren, (i)Een biologisch-dynamisch
systeem (Bio) waar al sinds 1924 geen chemisch gewasbeschermingsmiddel of
kunstmest wordt gebruikt. Het gebruik van organische mest en een gewasrotatie met
klaver, leveren de benodigde nutriënten, (ii) Een conventioneel systeem (Conv)dat
vergelijkbaar is met het algemeen gangbare management zoals toegepast in de regio,
(iii)Een systeemdatalsinds 1947eenpermanent grasland heeft (Perm).
Het biologisch-dynamisch systeem enhetconventioneel systeem zijn vergeleken door
"statische" bodemeigenschappen, zoals organische stof, dichtheid en hydraulische
eigenschappen, te vertalen in een "dynamische" beoordeling. Hiervoor is de waterbeperkende opbrengst gekozen, welke is berekend met een simulatiemodel. Een
uitgebreide bodembeschrijving werd uitgevoerd, bestaande uit een morfologische en
fysische beschrijving, bovendien werden vochtgehalten en grondwaterstanden
regelmatig gemeten. De vergelijking tussen gemeten en gesimuleerde bodemvochtgehalten waren goed, zodat het simulatiemodel betrouwbaar werd geacht. De
gesimuleerde water-beperkende produktie vooraardappels washoger voorBiodanvoor
Conv, watduiddeophetgunstigeeffect vanorganische stof.(Hoofdstuk 1)
De moderne, gemechaniseerde landbouw heeft behoefte aaneenbodem diebewerkten
bereden kan worden, zonder negatieve effecten op de bodemstructuur. Voor de drie
managementtypen zijn grenswaarden bepaald voor bewerkbaarheid en berijdbaarheid.
DeAtterbergse methodeisgebruikt voordebewerkbaarheid endepenetrometer voorde
berijdbaarheid. Verder is berijdbaarheid nog bepaald door een aanvullend berijdingsexperiment in het veld. Drempelwaarden voor Conv waren het gunstigst, wat inhoudt
dat Conv onder relatief natte omstandigheden nog steeds bewerkt en bereden kan
worden. Deperioden waarop velden bewerkt enbereden kunnen worden, zijn bepaald
doordegemeten drempelwaarden tecombineren metgesimuleerde vochtgehalten.Conv
bleek de langst bewerkbare en berijdbare periode te hebben, gevolgd door
achtereenvolgens PermenBio.(Hoofdstuk 2)
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Het toepassen van de juiste ruimte- en tijdschaal is essentieel wanneer duurzaamheid
gekwantificeerd moet worden. Het effect van het middelen van de hydraulische
eigenschappen voor elk managementsysteem, werd gebruikt om dejuiste ruimteschaal
tebepalen. Dejuiste tijdschaal, met andere woorden: hoeveeljaar moet een experiment
duren om het effect van de variabele weersomstandigheden klein te houden, werd
bepaald met behulp van 30 jaar weersgegevens. De verhouding tussen gesimuleerde
actuele verdamping en potentiële verdamping is vastgesteld voor deze 30 jaar. Het
gebruik van gemiddelde hydraulische eigenschappen per managementtype leidde niet
tot significante verschillen in vergelijking met het gebruik van punt-eigenschappen
gevolgd door middelen. De gesimuleerde relatieve verdampingen, bepaald met de
weersgegevens over 30jaar, geven aan dat een experiment minstens 7jaar moet duren
omheteffect vandezevariabeleweersgegevens teminimaliseren. (Hoofdstuk 3)
Eenander tijdschaal-probleem heeft betrekking op de uitspoeling van verontreinigingen
naar het grondwater. Het is met name van belang op welke tijdschaal drempelwaarden
vooruitspoeling betrekking hebben.Eriseen vergelijking gemaaktvande gesimuleerde
stikstof-uitspoeling voor dedriemanagementtypen optijdschalen variërend van één dag
tot 30jaar. Conv gaf de hoogste uitspoeling, gevolgd door Bio en Perm. Er blijkt een
dubbel logaritmische relatie te bestaan tussen de tijdschaal waarop de stikstofuitspoeling werd bekeken enhet aantalmalen dat dedrempelwaarde werd overschreden.
Dejuistetijdschaal zoubepaaldmoeten worden aandehand vandetransporttijd vanhet
grondwater onder het betreffende gebied naar het drinkwater-onttrekkingspunt.
(Hoofdstuk 4)
Macroporiën van de drie managementtypen zijn gekwantificeerd met behulp van kleur
patronen en digitale verwerkingstechnieken met het doel te bepalen of
simulatiemodellen uitgaande van isotropic gebruikt kunnen worden. De 55 gemeten
kleurpatronen werden gekwantificeerd met behulp van 17verschillende eigenschappen,
welkedegrootte,devormen deverdeling vandemacroporiën beschrijven. Doorgaande
macroporiën werden bijna alleen maar aangetroffen in de bovengrond. Factoranalyse
toonde aan dat de belangrijkste factor, de "totale hoeveelheid poriën", gelijk is voor de
drie velden, maar dat er een duidelijk diepte-effect aanwezig is. De factoren twee en
drie, de "individuele porie grootte" en de "vorm", worden wel beïnvloed door het
management. (Hoofdstuk 5)
Een belangrijk aspect van duurzaam bodemgebruik is het vermogen van een bodem om
plantenwortels te voorzien van water en nutriënten. Het concept van "beschikbaar"
water gaat er vanuit dat alhet bodemwater ook "toegankelijk" is.Dit zal met name niet
het geval zijn voor gestructureerde bodems zoals bij Bio en Conv. Een
verdampingsexperiment met gerst, gebruikmakend van 15ongestoorde bodemmonsters
van6dm ,toondeaandatPermhet meestewaterkan aanleveren, gevolgd door Conven
daarna door Bio. Een combinatie van de "wortelpatroon-karakteristiek" en de "waterlevering-karakteristiek" werd gebruikt om de "toegankelijkheid" te bepalen. De
"toegankelijkheid" ishet hoogst voorPermen Conv,en het laagst voorBio. (Hoofdstuk
6)
Genetisch ingedeelde bodemtypen, de zogenaamde "geno-type", kunnen bestaan uit
verschillende "feno-typen" die gevormd zijn als gevolg van verschillende typen
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management. Elk "geno-type" bestaat daarom uit een aantal verschillende bodemstructuren, welke gekwantificeerd werden met behulp van een simulatiemodel.
Productiviteit en stikstof-uitspoeling naar het grondwater werden bepaald voor de drie
"feno-typen" aan de hand van vier scenario's. De resultaten laten zien dat regelgeving
op het gebied van milieu gebaseerd moet zijn op "aanvaardbare" risico's. Bovendien
blijkt datbodemtypen (geno-typen) nietkunnen worden beoordeeld aandehand vaneen
representatief profiel indien het studiesopveldniveau betreft. (Hoofdstuk 7)
Binnen één bodemtype is een uitgebreide veld-inventarisatie uitgevoerd om een relatie
te leggen tussen het, zowel huidige als vroegere, landbouwmanagement-systeem en de
hoeveelheid organische stof. Een regressievergelijking werd opgesteld met behulp van
de 15bestudeerde systemen.Deze vergelijking kan ook gebruikt worden omadviezen te
geven omtrent het te volgen management om zodoende het gewenste organische
stofgehalte te bereiken. Deze verkennende studie laat zien hoe het gecombineerd
toepassen vanbodemkartering en informatie over management gebruikt kan worden om
de bodemkwaliteit, hier uitgedrukt als het organische stofgehalte, te bepalen.
(Hoofdstuk 8)
Bodemkartering in de toekomst zal zich met name moeten toeleggen op het definiëren
van duurzame vormen van landgebruik, rekening houdend met het feit dat bodems
binnen één bodemtype niet gelijk zijn. Informatie over landbouwmanagement,
gecombineerd methetkwantificeren vandebijbehorende bodemstructuur, moetdebasis
leggen voor het definiëren van duurzame vormen van landgebruik binnen het
bestudeerde bodemtype. Aangezien er wereldwijd vele bodemkarteringen zijn voltooid,
zal de voorgestelde procedure een aanvulling kunnen zijn op de rijke traditie van het
onderzoekindebodemkartering.
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